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CRAFT VODKA

AYLESBURY 
DUCK 
86 SPIRITS COMPANY

Winter Wheat Vodka, Distilled in 3 
separate continuous copper plated 
columns made from soft winter wheat 
from the Canadian Rockies. Water 
from a well in Mendocino County, CA. 
No carbon treatment. 

1 Liter 708920 • 750ml 218012

BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN 
ICE GLEN VODKA
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN DISTILLERY

We blend our finest neutral spirit 
with water celebrated for its purity 
that flows clear and cold from an on 
site historic spring. We then use a 
proprietary charcoal filtering process 
to create a vodka of exceptional 
sipping quality. 

750ml 43625

BOOTLEGGER 21 
VODKA
PROHIBITION DISTILLERY

New York Vodka. Our Gluten free, 
100% American corn grain Vodka.

750ml 32513

BRECKENRIDGE 
VODKA
BRECKENRIDGE DISTILLERY

Mash Bill is 100% Sweet Corn; Five 
times distilled to 194 proof. 
Filtration thru Coconut Shell 
Charcoal. Colorado Spring Water.

750ml 47725

CARIEL BATCH 
BLENDED 
DC CRAFT

The triple distilled vodka is produced 
through batch blending, in which 
small batches of distilled Swedish 
barley are blended with a distillate 
from Swedish winter wheat, and 
finally balanced with untreated 
spring water. 

750ml 29721

CARIEL 
VANILLA
DC CRAFT

Using only natural Madagascar 
vanilla Cariel Vanilla Vodka has an 
extremely light golden hue from 
natural vanilla with a powerful nose 
and tantalizingly flowery vanilla with a 
hint of burned hazelnut and a 
moderate sweet aftertaste. 

750ml 29722
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CRAFT VODKA

CRATER LAKE 
VODKA
BENDISTILLERY

Corn distillate – gluten free Vodka. 
Filtered a minimum of 10 times 
through charcoal, crushed lava rock 
and oak. We use lava rock because 
it mimics the way our local water
is purified naturally and oak for 
the finish.

1 Liter 140328 • 750ml 49420

CRATER LAKE 
RESERVE 
BENDISTILLERY

Filtered a minimum of 100 times 
through charcoal, crushed lava rock 
and oak. Only 1-2 batches made 
per year.

750ml 49327

CRATER LAKE VODKA
HAZELNUT 
BENDISTILLERY

Made from fresh-brewed coffee 
and hazelnuts. The coffee is fair trade 
from a local roaster. Sweetened with 
real cane sugar – no corn syrup.

750ml 146928

CRATER LAKE 
VODKA PEPPER
BENDISTILLERY

Infused with 5 different peppers (red 
and yellow bells, Anaheim’s, serrano’s 
and habaneros). Flavor is a balance 
between sweet and hot peppers. 

1 Liter 140318 • 750ml 141928

DSP CA-162
STRAIGHT
CRAFT DISTILLERS

This vodka takes the wheat-base 
spirit and blends it with vodka 
made from wine grapes (riesling 
and viognier).
 

750ml 764320

DSP CA-162 CITRUS 
MEDICA- SARCODACTYLIS
CRAFT DISTILLERS

The method is maceration and 
redistillation, using Germain-Robin’s 
antique 16HL cognac still. CITRON 
from the beautifully fragrant 
Buddha’s Hand.

750ml 764322
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CRAFT VODKA

DSP CA- 162 CITRUS 
HYSTRIX- LIME
CRAFT DISTILLERS

The method is maceration and 
redistillation, using Germain-Robin’s 
antique 16HL cognac still. LIME from 
the leaves and fruit of the Malaysian 
limau purut.

750ml 764321

DSP CA- 162 CITRUS 
RETICULATA- SUNSHINE
CRAFT DISTILLERS

The method is maceration and 
redistillation, using Germain-Robin’s 
antique 16HL cognac still.  
TANGERINE from sweet and their 
tasty cousin the tangelo.

750ml 764323

DILLON’S 95
VODKA
DILLON’S

Three times distilled to 95% abv, 
Canada’s only grape-based Vodka. 
Distilled in the classic vodka method 
from local Niagara wine grapes. 

750ml/6 289020

HANGAR ONE 
STRAIGHT
PROXIMO

Wheat spirit is then steeped with  
California Viognier grapes. The grape 
-infused spirits are then redistilled in  
small, copper Holstein pot stills. 

1 Liter 512912 • 750ml 512922

HANGAR ONE
MANDARIN 
PROXIMO

Hangar One Mandarin Blossom 
Vodka is brimming with the gentle 
aromas and flavor of tangerines. 
In this instance, the distillery 
macerates its vodka with freshly 
picked Mandarin orange blossoms. 

1 Liter 512914 • 750ml 512924

HANGAR ONE 
KAFFIR LIME
PROXIMO

Obtains its singular personality 
from Kaffir limes. The 80-proof 
spirit is handcrafted by macerating 
the Thai-sourced fruit in Hangar One 
Straight Vodka and then sending the 
infused spirit through the alembic still. 

1 Liter 512913 • 750ml 512923
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CRAFT VODKA

HANGAR ONE CITRON 
BUDDHA’S HAND
PROXIMO

Asian variety of the lemon called the 
“Buddha’s Hand.” Its intense citrus 
aromatics and flavor are derived 
from the thick fleshy pulp. The fruit is 
macerated and the infused spirit is 
then distilled in Hangar One’s copper 
pot still.

1 Liter 512915 • 750ml 512925

HANSON’S SONOMA 
ORGANIC STRAIGHT
HANSON’S SPIRITS

Small-batch, handmade, Sonoma 
Valley Distillery. Hanson family owned 
and operated Vodka from world class 
varietal, Organic grapes. Distilled in 
a pot and column, 50 plate still. Also 
using a Proprietary Filtration process. 

750ml 45521

HANSON’S SONOMA
ORGANIC MANDARIN
HANSON’S SPIRITS

Handmade from grapes in Sonoma 
California complex, balanced, silky 
smooth mouth feel with a lasting 
finish. Certified Organic, Gluten -free, 
Non GMO. Infused with real, fresh 
sweet and bitter orange peels.

750ml 45524

HANSON’S SONOMA
ORGANIC CUCUMBER 
HANSON’S SPIRITS

Handmade from grapes in Sonoma 
California complex, balanced, silky 
smooth mouth feel with a lasting 
finish. Certified Organic, Gluten -free, 
Non GMO. Infused with real, fresh 
organic Cucumbers. 

750ml 45522

HANSON’S SONOMA 
ORGANIC GINGER
HANSON’S SPIRITS

Handmade from grapes in Sonoma 
California complex, balanced, silky 
smooth mouth feel with a lasting 
finish. Certified Organic, Gluten -free, 
Non GMO. Infused with real, fresh 
organic ginger.

750ml 45526

HANSON’S SONOMA
ORGANIC ESPRESSO
HANSON’S SPIRITS

Handmade from grapes in Sonoma 
California complex, balanced, silky 
smooth mouth feel with a lasting 
finish. Certified Organic, Gluten- free, 
Non GMO. Infused with organic 
roasted coffee.

750ml 45523
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CRAFT VODKA

INDIGENOUS EMPIRE 
STATE WHEAT VODKA
TUTHILLTOWN DISTILLERY

The vodka in this bottle is distilled 
from Empire State Wheat grown by 
New York farmers. The spirit is triple 
distilled to 95% abv, and bottled in 
the heart of the Hudson Valley, at the 
Historic Tuthilltown Grist Mill. 

750ml/6 780021

INDIGENOUS VODKA
FRESH PRESSED APPLE
TUTHILLTOWN DISTILLERY

Batch-distilled spirit is triple distilled 
to retain an essence of the Hudson 
Valley apple cider from which it is 
hand crafted from apples grown and 
pressed in local orchards. Each 750ml 
bottle contains the spirit of up to 80 
Hudson Valley apples.

750ml/6 780020

PAU MAUI 
VODKA
LEVECKE CORP

Only Vodka that is distilled & bottled 
in Hawaii. Made from golden Maui 
Pineapple (age up to 20 months to 
peak ripeness and Triple-A quality) & 
Crystal Clear Hawaiian Spring Water. 
Fermentation in 100 gallon mash 
tanks for 5 days. 

REYKA 
VODKA
WILLIAM GRANT

Small batch vodka, using Icelandic 
spring water from the nearby Grabök 
Spring that is so pure it doesn’t 
require any treatment or 
demineralization. Distilled in a 
Carter-Head still. 

1 Liter 76813 • 750ml 76823

ZU BISON 
GRASS 
RUSSIAN STANDARD

Aromatic plant-Hierochloe odorata, 
or bison grass. True Zubrowka is 
produced according to strict 
regulations by the acclaimed Polmos 
Bialystok Distillery, the only distillery 
in Poland authorized to produce bison 
grass vodka.

1 Liter 47812 • 750ml 47826

TITO’S 
HANDMADE
FIFTH GENERATION

Tito’s Handmade Vodka is produced 
in Austin at Texas’ first and oldest 
legal distillery. It’s made in small 
batches in an old fashioned copper 
pot still. The vodka is made from 
100% Corn and distilled six times.

1 Liter 79813 • 750ml 79923

750ml 48220
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CRAFT VODKA

ST. GEORGE VODKA
ALL PURPOSE
ST GEORGE

Vodka distilled in house from Bartlett 
pears from Colorado & Washington. 
Pears are distilled to 95.1% ABV 
on our 500-litre copper pot still and 
blended with non-GMO Domestic 
grain neutral spirit made from corn.

750ml 369325

ST. GEORGE 
CITRUS
ST GEORGE

Non-GMO domestic grain neutral 
spirit made from corn. Vodka is 
naturally macerated with 3 types of 
oranges: Seville, Valencia and 
Bergamot. We infuse three types of 
citrus peels separately. Each 
infusion is then separately distilled. 

750ml 369326

ST. GEORGE 
GREEN CHILE
ST GEORGE

Jalapeno peppers are crushed, 
infused with alcohol, combine with 
lime peel and distilled in our 1500-
litre still, through a Carter head 
layered with cilantro. Serrano, 
Habanero, sweet red bell, sweet 
yellow bell are infused separately.

750ml 369327

JOURNEYMAN
RED ARROW VODKA
JOURNEYMAN

Named for the local road the Red 
Arrow is a great American Highway. 
Distilled from 100% organic wheat 
our Vodka is clean, crisp, and 
smooth. 90 proof.

750ml 46025

WHEATLEY
VODKA 
SAZERAC

Authentic craft distilled vodka 
created by a bona-fide master 
distiller, Harlen Wheatley from 
renowned Buffalo Trace Distillery.  
10 X Distilled in two different 
micro-stills, made from scratch, in 
small batches. 

750ml 43122
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BLUECOAT AMERICAN 
DRY GIN
PHILADEPHIA DISTILLING

The gin is distilled in small batches  
with neutral grain spirits made from 
rye, wheat, barley and corn. The 
proprietary recipe of botanicals and 
aromatics includes juniper berries, 
sweet orange peels, lemon and lime 
zest and other fresh citrus. 94-proof.

750ml 15527

BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN 
GREYLOCK GIN
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN DISTILLERY

Our proprietary blend of 7 botanicals, 
packed in to a gin head suspended 
over a pot still, infuses the distillate 
with its unique essence. We use this 
time honored and labor intensive 
method to bring you a London dry 
style gin of exceptional quality. 

750ml 14029

BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN 
ETHEREAL 
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN DISTILLERY

Handcrafted in small batches. Ethereal 
is a true gin-lovers gin, brimming with 
botanicals, with balanced flavors, yet 
bold and sublime. Ethereal is a limited 
edition gin, its recipe and label color 
changing with each batch.

750ml 14223

BOTANIST 
ISLAY GIN
REMY COINTREAU

A small-batch, artisanal Islay gin. 
Nine gin aromatics; orris root, cassia 
bark, coriander seed, etc – and 
augmented with a heady harvest 
of 22 wild, native island botanicals, 
hand-picked from the Hebridean 
island of Islay. 

BIG
GIN
CAPTIVE SPIRITS

Corn based spirit from Dent corn 
which is what most bourbons come 
from. Distillation takes about 11 hours 
per 100 gallon batch. Ingredients are 
macerated and go directly in the still 
and are left there during the entire 
distillation. 

750ml 424020

CRAFT GIN

BIG GIN
BARREL AGED
CAPTIVE SPIRITS

After getting their heads around making 
a smooth but punchy gin with bags of 
juniper, the Washington craft distillers 
Captive Spirits have created Bourbon 
Barreled Big Gin. Rested for 6 months 
in once-used bourbon barrels from 
Heaven Hill Distilleries.

750ml 337121

750ml 424021
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750ml/6 289025

DILLON’S SMALL BATCH 
UNFILTERED GIN 22
DILLON’S

The classic distilled gin was crafted 
in our copper pot still by passing 
vapor through 22 botanicals. We 
present it cloudy — unfiltered to 
maintain full flavor.

750ml/6 289021

Bols 
Genever
LUCAS BOLS

The heart called “maltwine,” which is 
triple-distilled in copper pot stills from 
a fermented mash of rye, corn and 
wheat then blended with an infusion 
comprised of neutral grain spirits 
and a proprietary mix of juniper, 
botanicals and aromatics.  

1 Liter 133825 • 750ml 133815 

BOLS BARREL 
AGED GENEVER
LUCAS BOLS

A limited production that is stored 
for over two years in oak casks from 
the French Limousin region. These 
barrels impart a pale golden colour 
and a rich, oaky, sweet flavour to the 
genever. The heart of every quality 
Genever is malt wine.

1 Liter 233915

FORDS
GIN
THE 86 CO

90 proof. Product of London, UK 
but cut with water from a well in 
Mendocino County, CA. Simple 
recipe, 9 botanicals. A traditional dry 
gin made for mixing, unabashedly 
juniper-forward with strong notes of 
grapefruit and other citrus flavors. 

1 Liter 218011 • 750ml 708921 750ml 18920

CRAFT GIN

DILLON’S SMALL 
BATCH DRY GIN 7
DILLON’S

Dillon’s Small Batch Dry Gin: Dryer in 
style compared to the Unfiltered 22. 
This Gin uses 7 botanicals including 
Juniper, Orange Peel, Lemon Peel, 
coriander, cardamom, angelica, and 
orris root. 

CRATER LAKE 
GIN
BENDISTILLERY

Pure Cascade Mountain water and 
juniper berries handpicked from trees 
growing wild in the Central Oregon 
high desert some over 1000 years 
old give our gin a clean, crisp flavor 
that is not muddied by an array of 
competing botanicals. 95 proof. 
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DINGLE ORIGINAL 
GIN
A HARDY

Traditional gin botanicals including 
juniper, coriander and nutmeg are 
steeped overnight is spirit before 
being distilled in our purpose built 
copper still “Oisin”.  The  vapors pass 
through our flavor basket in which we 
place our unique and secret blend. 

750ml/6 19121

FEW SPIRITS STANDARD 
ISSUE GIN
FEW SPIRITS

A more neutral base and is focused 
on juniper and fennel. 114 proof. 
Mash Bill: 70% Corn, 20% Wheat, 
10% Malt. FEW Spirits are produced 
grain to glass on-site. Mashed, 
fermented, & distilled at the distillery.

750ml/6 18827

FEW SPIRITS 
AMERICAN GIN
FEW SPIRITS

Dominated by citrus & vanilla, among 
the 11 botanicals. FEW Spirits 
American Gin has a whiskey base, 
giving the spirit a unique graininess & 
sweetness, rare among gins.

750ml/6 18826

FEW BARREL 
AGED GIN
FEW SPIRITS

Stunning American gin, made by FEW 
Spirits in Illinois, USA. It was aged 
in oak barrels, and the result of this 
is an increased level of sweetness, 
complexity and spice. FEW Spirits 
are produced grain to glass. Mashed, 
fermented, & distilled at the distillery.

750ml/6 19027

HALF MOON 
ORCHARD GIN 
TUTHILLTOWN DISTILLERY

A balanced marriage of NY State 
wheat and apples distilled with eight 
botanicals to create a flavorful, yet 
subtle New World Dry style gin. 100% 
New York agricultural gin, creating a 
base combining neutral spirit from 
wheat with the spirit of apples. 

1 Liter/9 780040

HENDRICK’S 
GIN
WILLIAM GRANT

Uses a blend of spirits from a 
Carter-Head Still (constructed in 
1948), only a small number in the 
world, and a small pot still. The final 
Hendrick’s gin is a blend of these two 
spirits with an addition of Cucumber 
essence and Rose petal essence.

1 Liter 40910 • 750ml 40926

CRAFT GIN
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ST GEORGE
BONTANIVORE GIN
ST. GEORGE

Wheat based with 19 botanicals: 
Angelica root, Bay leaves, Berga-
mot, Cardamom, Caraway, Cilantro, 
Cinnamon, Citra hops, Dill, Fennel, 
Ginger, Juniper berries, Lemon peel, 
Lime peel, Orris root, Peppercorn, 
Seville orange peel & Star anise.

750ml/6 36927

ST GEORGE 
TERROIR GIN
ST. GEORGE

Wheat based and contains 8 
botanicals inspired by the wild beauty 
of the Golden State’s Mt. Tam area. 
Botanicals:  Angelica root, Bay 
leaves, Cinnamon, Coastal sage, 
Coriander, Douglas fir tips, Juniper 
berries & Orris root. 

750ml/6 36928

ST GEORGE 
DRY RYE GIN
ST. GEORGE

100% pot distilled rye white dog 
which becomes a gin when 5 
botanicals are distilled in.  This is 
a gin for juniper nuts and whiskey 
lovers. Botanicals:  Black pepper, 
Caraway, Grapefruit peel, Juniper 
berries & Lime peel. 

750ml/6 36926

JOURNEYMAN BILBERRY 
BLACK HEARTS ORGANIC
JOURNEYMAN

Juniper, bilberries and seven other 
botanicals are macerated and soaked 
in a 100% organic wheat base spirit 
overnight. The definition of small 
batch, each gin run produces less 
than ten gallons of distillate. 

750ml/6 19423

CRAFT GIN

Sipsmith 
Sloe Gin
WILSON DANIELS

First we distilled our award-winning 
London Dry Gin in our copper still. 
Then we left it to rest on wild 
Dartmoor sloe berries, hand-picked 
in the autumn. The result is a truly 
handmade sloe gin that is subtle, 
complex and bursting with flavor.

SIPSMITH 
LONDON DRY GIN
WILLIAM GRANT

Prudence’s bespoke Copper Still 
design combining a pot, with a carter 
head and a column still makes her 
incredibly versatile, allowing us to 
distil both our Barley Vodka and 
London Dry Gin from the same still - 
albeit with a cleaning day in between. 

750ml/6 781323750ml/6 78420
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REHORST MILWAUKEE 
GIN
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Unique character to a host of botani-
cals which are balanced and distilled 
in small batches using the best 
equipment we know of- our distillers 
sense of smell and taste.  Made with 
9 botanicals including two never 
found in any Gin before.

750ml 91125 

ROGUE
PINK SPRUCE GIN
ROGUE

Rogue’s Platinum award winning 
Spruce Gin ocean-aged in Oregon 
Pinot Noir barrels for 4 to 6 months. 
The resulting barrel-aged gin is 
slightly more robust, with distinct 
fruity esters and a pink complexion.

750ml 698523 

ROGUE 
SPRUCE GIN
ROGUE

Distilled in small batches with over 
100 pounds of fresh hand-peeled 
cucumber in each batch, Oregon 
Spruce and ten other natural 
botanicals and spices.

750ml 698522 

RUSSELL HENRY
LONDON DRY GIN
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Bright juniper aromas with floral 
elements and white pepper on the 
nose. The palate is clean and fresh 
with vibrancy. Lovely stuff for martinis 
or just sipping out of the bottle (don’t 
act like you don’t do that).

750ml 787520 

RUSSELL HENRY
MALAYSIAN LIME GIN
CRAFT DISTILLERS

The best part about the Malaysian 
Lime gin is that it isn’t overly cit-
rus-oriented. The pith from the lime is 
apparent, but it marries well with the 
herbaciousness of the juniper and 
the spiciness of the pepper. 

750ml 787522 

RUSSELL HENRY
HAWAIIAN WHITE GINGER
CRAFT DISTILLERS

The Hawaiian White Ginger gin is the 
perfect replacement. While the spice 
and sizzle of the fresh ginger comes 
through on both the nose and the 
finish, the profile isn’t dominated by it. 

750ml 787521 

CRAFT GIN
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ART IN THE AGE 
SAGE
WILLIAM GRANT

The Philadelphia-based spirits maker 
known for reviving old-timey recipes 
has captured the essence of gin in 
a complex spirit that is full of, as its 
name implies, sage. 

750ml 75525 

MARTIN MILLER’S 
GIN WESTBOURNE 
MARTIN MILLER’S GIN

Bottled at the much higher 45.2% abv. 
At this strength the taste profile veers 
towards the more classic London Dry 
style with lots of delicious juniper, 
spice and citrus flavours.

1 Liter 77216 • 750ml 77228

CRAFT GIN

MARTIN MILLER’S 
GIN
MARTIN MILLER’S GIN

A proprietary mix comprised of 
juniper, orange and lemon peels, 
Florentine iris, coriander, licorice, 
cinnamon, cassia bark, nutmeg, 
angelica and orris.

BROOKLYN
GIN
DC CRAFT

Small Batch Craft gin made in New 
York with fresh citrus peels and hand-
cracked juniper. Distilled using locally 
purchased fruit and 100% corn grown 
in upstate New York. Distilled in a 
Copper Pot Still. Each Batch takes 
three days to make 300 bottles of gin. 

OXLEY
GIN
BACARDí

This unique spirit is created through 
an innovative “cold distillation” 
process that produces small 
quantities of distinct-tasting London 
Dry Gin under a vacuum. Uses fresh 
lemon, orange and grapefruit peel 
that are then flash frozen.

1 Liter 21811

1 Liter 77215 • 750ml 77227

750ml 807425 
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BACARDí 8 AÑOS 
RUM
BACARDí

Made from a special selection of 
barrel aged reserve rums, each aged 
a minimum of 8 years in American 
white oak barrels. After aging, 
BACARDÍ “Maestros de Ron” blend 
to achieve layers upon layers of aro-
ma and flavor. 

1 Liter 38812 • 750ml 28829

BACARDí GRAN RESERVA 
MAESTRO DE RON
BACARDí

Light to medium blend of rums which 
is double aged. Charcoal filtered 
before being aged for one year. 
After a one year aging period, the 
rums are blended together and then 
transferred to white oak casks for an 
additional three months of aging. 

1 Liter 208813 • 750ml 208823 

BACARDí RESERVA 
LIMITADA
BACARDí

Aged in lightly-charred American 
white oak barrels for 10-16 years, the 
Reserva Limitada is now reaching the 
American market as the company’s 
top-of-the-line “founder’s blend”.

750ml 68825

FACUNDO 
NEO SILVER 
BACARDí

Bacardi’s premium rum collection 
starts with a white rum that is really a 
blend of aged rums 1-8 years in age 
and then charcoal filtered to become 
clear. The challenge in filtering the 
color is maintaining the aromas and 
flavors from the original spirit.

750ml 779825 

FACUNDO EXIMO 
RUM
BACARDí

Eximo is a 10 year old rum which 
was blended before it was put into 
the barrel 10 years ago. In the mix 
are a few rums older than 10 years 
old (and were 1-2 years at the time 
of original blending), giving Eximo a 
total age range of 10 – 12 years.

750ml 779826  

FACUNDO 
EXQUISITO
BACARDí

A blend of rums aged between 7 and 
23 years and finished for at least a 
month in sherry casks. The nose on 
Exquisito combines classic rum notes 
of vanilla and brown sugar with solid 
oak and dried cherry.

750ml 779827 

CRAFT RUM / RHUM
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FACUNDO PARAISO 
XA
BACARDí

Up to 23 years in age with the 
highest concentration of the oldest 
and finest rums of the collection. 
The rum in Paraiso is blended and 
then rested in French cognac barrels 
which previously held  XO cognac.

OWNEY’S 
ORIGINAL NYC 
THE NOBLE EXPERIMENT

All natural, premium quality spiit 
distilled from locally grown and 
harvested ingredients. A white rum 
handcrafted in Brooklyn from 
molasses derived from domestic  
sugar cane. A sweet nose of banana, 
sugar cane and butterscotch.

BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN 
RAGGED MOUNTAIN 
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN DISTILLERS

Traditional pot still style of rum that is 
hand crafted in small batches at the 
Berkshire’s first legal distillery since 
prohibition.

CANA BRAVA 
RUM
86 SPIRITS COMPANY

Aged and Filtered Light Rum. 43% 
alc. vol. 3 year old, Cuban style 
“Carta Blanca” base, product of 
Panama Master distiller Francisco 
“Don Pancho” J. Fernandez made 
rum in Cuba for over 35 years. Made 
from local sugarcane molasses.

MALAHAT 
WHITE RUM
MALAHAT

Combination of multiple types of 
molasses and an unexpected strain 
of yeast that has resulted in one of 
the finest rums.

MALAHAT 
SPICED RUM
MALAHAT

Uses a unique blend of about a 
dozen natural ingredients with the 
richness of vanilla and cinnamon.

CRAFT RUM / RHUM

750ml 779828 750ml 373020 

750ml 53625 1 Liter 218010 • 750ml 708923

750ml 634021  750ml 634022  
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MALAHAT GINGER 
RUM
MALAHA

The Ginger Rum is smooth and 
clean.  It pulls the sweetness of 
the ginger, with just a touch of heat.  
The color comes from the natural 
juices of the ginger. It’s 100% natural. 

750ml 634020 

DOS MADERAS 
5+3
PALM BAY

This rum is aged for 5 years in 
American oak casks at its place of 
origin in the Caribbean Then it is 
shipped to Williams & Humbert’s 
bodegas in Jerez Spain, where it is 
aged for another 3 years.

750ml 332920 

Dos Maderas 
PX 5+5
PALM BAY

Aged for five years in the Caribbean 
and for a further three in the facilities 
of Bodegas Williams & Humbert in 
the wood of Dos Cortados , “Dos 
Maderas 5+3” then enters a third 
stage of ageing in Don Guido sherry 
casks for over 20 years.

750ml 332922 

KOLOA KAUA’I 
DARK
KOLOA DISTILLERY

Finest sugarcane rums are twice 
distilled in single batches using 
mountain rainwater from Mt. 
Wai`ale`ale. Notes of vanilla, cotton 
candy, roasted nuts, caramel apple 
and burnt orange peel. A long finish, 
with plenty of wood.

750ml 51823

KOLOA KAUA’I 
SPICED
KOLOA DISTILLERY

Finest sugarcane rums are twice 
distilled in single batches using 
mountain rainwater from Mt. 
Wai`ale`ale. Produced from a 
proprietary spice blend, golden wheat 
in color, with hints of spice cake on 
the nose. 

750ml 51824

KOLOA KAUA’I 
GOLD
KOLOA DISTILLERY

Finest sugarcane rums are twice 
distilled in single batches using 
mountain rainwater from Mt. 
Wai`ale`ale. Slightly sweet, with 
a burnt sugar and candied 
lemon finish.

750ml 51822 

CRAFT RUM / RHUM
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KOLOA KAUA’I 
WHITE 
KOLOA DISTILLERY

Finest sugarcane rums are twice 
distilled in single batches using 
mountain rainwater from Mt. 
Wai`ale`ale. Dry and crisp with hints 
of oak, licorice and toasted sugars. 
Clean and inviting, with a fruity 
pineapple finish.

750ml 51821 

MONTANYA 
COLORADO PLATINO
MONTANYA DISTILLERS

Made from pure sugar cane from 
family growers and a family-owned 
mill in Louisiana. Every step of the 
process is carried out by Montanya 
Distillers in their own facility.  

750ml 28226 

MONTANYA 
COLORADO ORO
MONTANYA DISTILLERS

Made from pure sugar cane from 
family growers and a family-owned 
mill in Louisiana. Every step is 
carried out by Montanya Distillers in 
their own facility.  Aged in American 
Oak barrels from Stranahan’s 
Whiskey in Denver, Colorado.

750ml 28228 

MOUNT GAY 
BLACK BARREL 
REMY COINTREAU

Mount Gay Black Barrel, a new 
small-batch rum that is aged in 
charred oak barrels that previously 
were used to age bourbons. The 
molasses-based rum is a blend of 
double-distilled spirits. 

750ml 588824

ZAYA 12 YEAR 
GRAN RESERVA
INFINIUM

Zaya Gran Reserva is crafted with 
premium blackstrap molasses,
purified water and the same strain of 
yeast that has been used for over 60 
years. Distilled in a state-of-the-art, 4 
column continuous still & matured in 
American white oak barrels.

1 Liter 38328

FOURSQUARE
RUM
ALTAMAR

Foursquare  Barbados Rum has seen 
3 years in Bourbon barrels and 6 
years in Port casks. It was produced 
in highly limited quantities.

1 Liter 685020 

CRAFT RUM / RHUM
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PAPA’S 
PILAR 3
MAHALO

Papa’s Pilar Blonde Rum is sourced 
from various distilleries throughout 
the Caribbean, Florida and Central 
America. Rums undergo a unique 
solera blending process that employs 
bourbon barrels, port casks and 
sherry casks.

750ml 459325

PAPA’S 
PILAR 24
MAHALO

Papa’s Pilar is a blend of both pot-
distilled and column-distilled rums 
from the Caribbean, Central America, 
and the United States. It is aged in 
ex-bourbon and port wine barrels, 
then finished in Spanish sherry casks 
Aged through the solera system.

750ml 459327 

ROARING DAN’S 
RUM
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Distilled from fermented grade “A” 
sugar cane molasses. Before a 
second distillation, pure Wisconsin 
maple syrup is added. Aged in a 
combination of new charred 
American white oak barrels and 
used bourbon barrels. 

750ml 91124 

ROGUE 
OREGON DARK
ROGUE SPIRITS

Dark Rum is handcrafted with 100% 
Cane Sugar in small batches and 
aged in used Rogue Dead Guy 
Whiskey barrels.3 Ingredients: 100% 
Pure Cane Sugar; Champagne Yeast 
& Free Range Coastal Water.

750ml 698520

ROGUE 
HAZELNUT SPICE
ROGUE

Hand crafted using 100% Hawaiian 
Cane Sugar and freshly toasted 
Oregon Hazelnuts. It is artisan 
distilled with five natural spices and 
toasted hazelnuts. Aged in Rogue 
Dead Guy Whiskey barrels.

750ml 698521 

CLÉMENT V.S.O.P. RHUM 
AGRICOLE VIEUX
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Aged a min. of four years in virgin 
Limousin barriques and re-charred 
Bourbon casks. 

750ml 356221 

CRAFT RUM / RHUM
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CLÉMENT CUVÉE 
HOMÈRE
THE AGENCY BRANDS

The top of the Cellar Master’s 
Selection Series and features the 
highest rated vintage rums of the last 
15 years aged in French Limousin 
Barriques and re-charred Bourbon 
Barrles.  Comprised of vintage eaux-
de-vie from the previous 15 years.

750ml 356228 

CLÉMENT VIEUX 
X.O.
THE AGENCY BRANDS

An elegant and luxurious blend of 
well-aged, highly prized vintage 
rhums which include 1952, 1970 and 
1972 which are the finest ever in 
Martinique.  One of the finest sippers 
you will ever enjoy with blended 
flavors of spice, toffee and tabacco.

750ml 356229

CLÉMENT CANNE 
BLEUE
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Canne Bleue is an exceptional white 
rhum produced from only blue 
sugarcane. Clément Canne Bleue 
rests for just over six months in a 
stainless steel vat and is slowly 
reduced over time with distilled 
volcanic spring water.

750ml 365520

CLÉMENT SELECT 
BARREL
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Aged in particular oak barrels 
selected for their rich natural 
sweetness and intense aromatic 
qualities for a minimum of 
three years. 

750ml 362521 

Clément
PREMIER CANNE
THE AGENCY BRANDS

A silver rhum distilled from seven 
varieties of Martinique cane distilled 
only once and then rested for just 
over nine months in stainless steel 
and then reduced over time with 
distilled volcanic spring water.  
 

750ml 356223

Clément
CREOLE SHRUBB
THE AGENCY BRANDS

A superb blend of the finest white 
and aged Agricole Rhums, married 
with macerated Créole spices and 
sun-bleached bitter orange peels. 
Créole Shrubb burst with luscious 
aromas and flavors reminiscent 
of Martinique. 

750ml 356224

CRAFT RUM / RHUM
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RHUM JM 
VSOP
THE AGENCY BRANDS

V.S.O.P. is created by aging rhum 3 
years in re-charred Bourbon barrels 
and finishing the rhum an additional 
year in lightly toasted new American 
oak barrels and finally reduced to 
43 % ABV.

750ml 752926

RHUM JM 
XO
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Aged for a minimum of six years in 
re-charred Bourbon barrels, 
resulting in a comprehensive aged
rum loaded with spice, dried fruit, 
dark chocolate and a remarkable 
finish. Aged 100% in re-charred 
Bourbon barrels.

750ml 752927

RHUM JM 10 YEAR 
VINTAGE 1997
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Aged 100% in re-charred Bourbon 
barrels, Allowed to naturally reduce 
and bottled at “cask strength” 
creating a boldly flavored single 
vintage aged rhum.

750ml 752820 

RHUM JM 15 YEAR
VINTAGE 1994
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Aged 100% in re-charred 
Bourbon barrels, it is the finest “cask 
strength” aged rhum in 
the world with a rich amber 
bronze color. 

750ml 752821 

1 Liter 52813 750ml 752925

CRAFT RUM / RHUM

Rhum J.M 
BLANC 
THE AGENCY BRANDS

J.M is the smallest producer of Rhum 
Agricole in Martinique because it is 
the last 100% estate grown sugarcane 
rhumerie on the island. Extravagant 
cornucopia of ripening tropical fruit 
and a wild, funky earthiness combine 
for an aromatic explosion.

Rhum J.M 
GOLD RUM
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Ages for a minimum of 12 months in 
re-charred Bourbon Barrels, which 
gives the spirit a rich golden color 
and softens the big earthy and fruity 
flavors derived from the terroir and 
the sugarcane.
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DAMOISEAU RHUM
PURE CANE 55%
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Produced using selected varieties of 
sugarcane cultivated on Grande Terre 
on the French Caribbean island of 
Guadeloupe. Damoiseau Virgin Cane 
Rum is exceptional white rum crafted 
from fresh pressed sugarcane juice, 
distilled once.

1 Liter 482010

DAMOISEAU 
XO
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Damoiseau XO. begins with natural 
rhum distilled from pure aromatic 
free-run sugarcane juice and aged a 
minimum of 10 years in 
re-charred Bourbon casks

750ml 482022 

ST. GEORGE 
CALIFORNIA AGRICOLE
ST GEORGE

Made from 100% California sugar-
cane, St. George California Agricole 
Rum (formerly Agua Libre Rum) is a 
pure, primal, unapologetic expression 
of fresh California cane.

750ml 32721

CRAFT RUM / RHUM

DAMOISEAU VIRGIN 
CANE RHUM
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Produced using selected varieties of 
sugarcane cultivated on Grande Terre 
on the French Caribbean island of 
Guadeloupe. Damoiseau Virgin Cane 
Rum is exceptional white rum crafted 
from fresh pressed sugarcane juice, 
distilled once. 80 Proof.

DAMOISEAU 
VSOP
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Damoiseau V.S.O.P. begins with 
natural rhum distilled from pure 
aromatic free-run sugarcane juice 
and aged a minimum of 4 years in 
re-charred Bourbon casks. 

RHUM JM 
100 PROOF
THE AGENCY BRANDS

Displays the raw power of what is 
regarded as the best sugarcane on 
the island. Extravagant cornucopia of 
ripening tropical fruit.

750ml 752924

750ml 482021  

750ml 482020 
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ST. GEORGE CALIFORNIA 
RESERVE AGRICOLE
ST GEORGE

100% California Sugarcane sourced 
from a single farm in Brawley, 
California. Sugarcane pressed, 
fermented, distilled, casked, blended, 
and bottled in-house. Aged in French 
oak for 3–4 years.

750ml 809220

CRAFT RUM / RHUM

DEPAZ BLUE CANE 
RHUM AGRICOLE
KOBRAND

Using the premium Blue Cane 
variety of sugar cane and produced, 
aged in small casks, and bottled on 
the estate.

1 Liter 55615 • 750ml 55625
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CRAFT TEQUILA

TEQUILA 
CABEZA
86 SPIRITS COMPANY

100% Agave Blanco Tequila, bottled 
at 43% alc. vol. Product of Arandas 
in the highlands of Jalisco, Mexico. 
Estate grown agave.

1 Liter 218013 • 750ml 708924

PUEBLO VIEJO
ORGULLO SILVER
GEMINI

These expressions are made from 
only the best blue agave, harvested 
from the rich soil of the Los Altos de 
Jalisco region, and distilled with the 
purest spring water. 

750ml 60228

PUEBLO VIEJO
ORGULLO REPOSADO
GEMINI

These expressions are made from 
only the best blue agave, harvested 
from the rich soil of the Los Altos 
de Jalisco region, and distilled with 
the purest spring water. aged for 11 
months in white oak barrels.

750ml 60225

PUEBLO VIEJO 
Orgullo Anejo
GEMINI

These expressions are made from 
only the best blue agave, harvested 
from the rich soil of the Los Altos 
de Jalisco region, and distilled with 
the purest spring water. aged for 24 
months in white oak barrels.

750ml 60220

EXPRESIONES DEL 
CORAZON TEQUILA 
GEMINI

Corazon acquired the best barrels 
from the Buffalo Trace Distillery’s 
Antique Collection. Using these 
award winning barrels from Buffalo 
Trace provided its own flavor and 
unique characteristics to aging 
the Tequila. 

750ml 65722

SAN MATIAS
EXTRA ANEJO
GEMINI

This tequila is aged for three years in 
French white oak barrels. The results 
are an exquisite flavor of toasted 
seeds and a bright amber color. This 
tequila is for a grand occasion, and 
is a great aperitif. To get the full flavor 
try it with plain chocolate.

750ml 60120
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CRAFT TEQUILA

SIETE LEGUAS
BLANCO
GEMINI

Brilliant, luminous silvery hues; a 
powerful body. It lets us enjoy the 
nuances of perfect distillation, leaving 
a trail of subtle aromas which build 
up to the final permanence of 
slowly-cooked agave. 

750ml 654242

SIETE LEGUAS
REPOSADO
GEMINI

8 months in white oak barrels have 
made Reposado 7 Leguas, the only 
one in its class. Hay-colored with 
intense yellow hues and greenish 
highlights.

750ml 65423

SIETE LEGUAS
ANEJO
GEMINI

Great luminosity of yellow hues with 
full-body golden reflections. Subtle 
scents of slowly-cooked agave 
mingle with delicate oak notes in 
the full aroma of its maturity after 24 
months of living care.

750ml 65422

SIETE LEGUAS
D’ANTANO
GEMINI

Choice white oak barrels and 5 long 
years of patient aging produce the 
epitome of tequila sophistication. 
The oak barrel is a mere frame for a 
masterpiece in character.

750ml 65427

REY SOL EXTRA ANEJO
CASA SAN MATIAS
GEMINI

Casa San Matías produces some of 
the world’s finest tequilas and are 
made from only the best blue agave, 
harvested from the Los Altos de 
Jalisco region, and distilled with the 
purest spring water. Aged 6 years in 
French White Oak Barrels.

750ml 60420

TEQUILA OCHO
EXTRA ANEJO
ALTAMAR 

An estate-grown, 100% Blue Agave 
Tequila range. First ever Single 
estate, vintage Tequila. Agaves are 
cooked in Stone ovens, Pot Still 
distillation, twice distilled.  Aged 3 
years in used Jack Daniel’s barrels.

750ml 98923
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CRAFT TEQUILA

TEQUILA OCHO
PLATA
ALTAMAR

An estate-grown, 100% Blue Agave 
Tequila range, OCHO is produced by 
Carlos Camarena. First ever Single 
estate, vintage Tequila. Agaves are 
cooked in Stone ovens, Pot Still 
distillation, twice distilled.  

750ml 936226

TEQUILA OCHO
REPOSADO
ALTAMAR

An estate-grown, 100% Blue Agave 
Tequila range, OCHO is produced by 
Carlos Camarena. First ever Single 
estate, vintage Tequila. Reposado is 
rested for precisely 8 weeks and 8 
days for the unparalleled smoothness 
and complexity.

750ml 265624

TEQUILA OCHO
ANEJO
ALTAMAR

An estate-grown, 100% Blue Agave 
Tequila range, OCHO is produced by 
Carlos Camarena. First ever Single 
estate, vintage Tequila. Anejo is aged 
for at least one year for unparalleled 
smoothness and complexity which 
mark a truly great sipping Tequila.

750ml 908924

SUERTE TEQUILA 
BLANCO
MAHALO

Handcrafted from 100% Tahona 
crushed Blue Weber Agave, Suerte 
Blanco is rested for a minimum of 
two months in stainless steel tanks 
prior to bottling.

750ml 547626

SUERTE TEQUILA 
AÑEJO
MAHALO

Made from 100% Tahona crushed 
Blue Weber Agave, Suerte Añejo is 
aged in charred American White Oak 
whiskey barrels for 24 months.

750ml 547628

SUERTE TEQUILA 
REPOSADO
MAHALO

Made from 100% Tahona crushed 
Blue Weber Agave, Suerte Reposado 
is aged in charred White American 
Oak whiskey barrels for 7 months.  
This spirit exhibits a perfect balance 
of resting time, oak, and pure Agave.

750ml 547627

CRAFT TEQUILA
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SUERTE TEQUILA 
EXTRA AÑEJO
MAHALO

EXTRA Añejo is made using 100% 
Tahona crushed Blue Weber Agave 
that’s been double distilled and aged 
in charred American White Oak 
whiskey barrels for 5 years.

750ml 547629

CRAFT TEQUILA
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CRAFT SOTOL

HACIENDA DE 
CHIHUAHUA PLATA
VINOMEX

Sotol is elaborated with a wild 
agavecea variety called Dasylirion.  It 
grows in the Chihuahua desert 
located in northern Mexico, with its 
own origin of denomination. 
Tarahumaran and Anazasis tribes have 
used the Sotol for over 800 years. 

750ml 61120

HACIENDA DE 
CHIHUAHUA REPO
VINOMEX

100% Wild Harvested Agavacea
Aged to taste from 6 months up to
1 year in new french oak barrels.

750ml 61123

HACIENDA DE 
CHICHUAHUA ANEJO
VINOMEX

100% Wild Harvested Agavacea
Aged to taste.  2 years old.
Bottled from a Single French 
oak barrel.

750ml 61125

SOTOL POR 
SIEMPRE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Two distillations in an alembic 
copper pot still preserves subtle 
smoke and earth flavors which 
are imparted by pit roasting and 
open-air fermentation.

750ml 91122
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CRAFT MEZCAL

NUESTRA SOLEDAD
EJUTLA
BACKBAR PROJECT

Bright and aromatically complex with 
white flowers, cilantro and mint on the 
nose, rich and savory on the palate 
with roasted chiles and minerality. 
The finish is long and noted with a 
delicate kiss of wood smoke.

750ml 648020

NUESTRA SOLEDAD 
SAN LUIS DEL RIO
BACKBAR PROJECT

Sparkling grapefruit and citrus 
aromatics with wet stone and 
electricity. The palate has a rich 
and creamy mouth-feel, savory 
butterscotch and herbs with a long 
and complex finish.

750ml 688020

NUESTRA SOLEDAD
SAN BALTAZAR
BACKBAR PROJECT

Sweet, ripe, tropical fruit, caramelized 
agave, Chinese five spice and wet 
stone on the nose. Mineral-rich, and 
round mouth-feel with an exceptionally 
long  and complex wood-smoke 
and finish.

750ml 688021

NUESTRA SOLEDAD
SANTIAGO MATATLÁN
BACKBAR PROJECT

Roasted plantain and savory smoked 
meats, toasted cacao nibs, big yet 
elegant on the palate with a robust, 
wood-smoke finish.

750ml 688023

ILEGAL 
JOVEN 
COOPER SPIRITS

Ilegal Mezcal is produced in small 
lots, with each bottle hand corked, 
labeled, and numbered. There are no 
additives, no artificial yeast, and no 
artificial coloring. We are advocates 
of biodiversity and environmental 
protection in the Oaxaca region.

750ml 785024

ILEGAL 
REPOSADO
COOPER SPIIRTS

Ilegal Mezcal is produced in small 
lots, with each bottle hand corked, 
labeled, and numbered. There are no 
additives, no artificial yeast, and no 
artificial coloring. Aged for 4 months 
in American oak barrels.

750ml 785025
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CRAFT MEZCAL

ILEGAL MEZCAL
ANEJO
COOPER SPIRITS

Ilegal Mezcal is produced in small 
lots, with each bottle hand corked, 
labeled, and numbered. There are 
no additives, no artificial yeast, and 
no artificial coloring. Aged for 13 
months in a blend of American 
and French oak.

750ml 785026

MONTELOBOS 
MEZCAL
WILLIAM GRANT

Perfectly balanced, you will 
discover that Montelobos allows 
unique flavors of the agave espadín 
to shine through its characteristic 
mezcal smokiness. 

750ml 785026 

XICARU 
MEZCAL
DC CRAFT

This mezcal showcases the 100% 
Agave espadin from which it’s made. 
Its natural smoky flavor is derived by 
cooking the agave in a conical stone 
oven on mesquite and ocote, woods 
native to Oaxaca. 

750ml 29428

ALIPUS
SAN JUAN DEL RIO
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Fermented in oak vats & distilled by 
Don Joel Cruz from non-irrigated 
agave Espadín grown in sunny 
mountain-top plantings in ferriferous 
soil at 4600 feet. Fruity, rich, smokey, 
pleasantly sweet.

750ml 29428

ALIPUS
SANTA ANA DEL RIO
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Fermented in pine vats & distilled by 
Don Cosmé Hernandez from agave 
Espadín grown at about 5700 feet in 
hilly, white, & rocky soil. Delicate and 
fruity, slightly sweet.

750ml 603227

ALIPUS
SAN ANDRES
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Fermented in cypress vats & distilled 
by Don Valente Angel from agave 
Espadín grown at about 5000 feet on 
thin calciferous-soiled low hills and 
terraces. Complex, rich, intensely 
floral.

750ml 63224
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CRAFT MEZCAL

DELIRIO MEZCAL DE 
OAXACA JOVEN
DC CRAFT

Espadin and Madre Cuixe - robust 
profile with aroma of agave, soft fruit 
notes and semi-smoked character.

750ml 29821

DELIRIO MEZCAL DE 
OAXACA REPOSADO
DC CRAFT

Espadin and Madre Cuixe - aged in 
new charred American Oak barrels 
for 2 months. Pleasant woody 
profile with elegant sweet and 
fruit notes

750ml 29824

DELIRIO MEZCAL DE 
OAXACA AÑEJO
DC CRAFT

Espadin and Madre Cuixe - aged 
in new charred American Oak barrels 
for over ONE YEAR. Robust woody 
profile with elegant sweet and 
fruit notes.

750ml 29826

MEZCALERO 
MEZCAL 
CRAFT DISTILLERS

These “silvestran” agaves are 
semi-wild, best at high elevations, 
not easy to grow in fields: He 
ferments in cypress vats.

750ml 693925

LOS NAHUALES 
MEZCAL BLANCO
CRAFT DISTILLERS

(Joven) Fermented in pine vats & 
distilled by Don Cosmé Hernandez 
from agave Espadín grown at about 
5700 feet in hilly, white, & rocky soil. 
Delicate and fruity, slightly sweet.

750ml 62822

LOS NAHUALES 
MEZCAL REPOSADO
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Fermented in cypress vats & distilled 
by Don Valente Angel from agave 
Espadín grown at about 5000 feet 
on thin calciferous-soiled low hills 
and terraces. Complex, rich, 
intensely floral.

750ml 62821
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CRAFT MEZCAL

LOS NAHUALES 
MEZCAL ANEJO
CRAFT DISTILLERS

100% from the Agave Espadin. Two 
and a half years in French Oak. 
Beautifully and gracefully mature. 
Soft, gentle, lingering finish. 

750ml 61828

PIERDE ALMAS 
LA PURITITA VERDA
PIERDE ALMAS

Young (less than one year old 
bottling), handcrafted mezcal made 
of 100% agave (Agave angostofolia). 
This crystalline distillation has 40% 
alcohol/volume. This mezcal is 
specially handcrafted for mixology.

750ml 337721

PIERDE ALMAS
ESPADIN
PIERDE ALMAS

Young (less than one year old at 
bottling), handcrafted mezcal made 
of 100% agave (Agave angostafolia). 
This crystalline distillation ranges 
between 49% and 52% alcohol / 
volume.

750ml 397222

PIERDE ALMAS
DOBADAAN 
PIERDE ALMAS

Pierde Almas Dobadaan. “Young (less 
than one year old at bottling), 
handcrafted mezcal made of 100% 
agave (Agave rodacantha). This 
crystalline distillation ranges between 
50% and 53% alcohol/volume.

750ml 397223

PIERDE ALMAS
TEQUILIANA WEBER
PIERDE ALMAS

Young (less than one year old at 
bottling), handcrafted mezcal made 
of 100% agave (Agave Tequilana 
Weber). The bouquet is redolent of 
the fine, perindustrialization 
Tequilas of the early 20th century.

750ml 397224

PIERDE ALMAS 
TOBAZICHE
PIERDE ALMAS

Young (less than one year old at 
bottling), handcrafted mezcal made of 
100% agave (Agave karwinskii). This 
crystalline distillation ranges between 
45% and 48% alcohol / volume.

750ml 397226
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CRAFT MEZCAL

PIERDE ALMAS
PECHUGA
PIERDE ALMAS

100% agave (Agave rodocantha or 
Agave angostafolia. In November, 
Pierde Almas produces an extremely 
limited offering of mezcals flavored 
with an infusion of heirloom (criolla) 
fruit, almonds, anise, and, in this 
case, the breast of a turkey.

750ml 339227

PIERDE ALMAS 
BOTANICAL +9
PIERDE ALMAS

A double-distilled Espadin mezcal – 
became the base in which the nine 
legendary botanicals of gin are 
macerated for 24 hours and distilled 
for a third time. The result, 
Mezcal - Gin.

750ml 89925

EL JOLGORIO
MADRECUIXE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
wild-harvested Agave Madrecuixe 
(Agave karwinskii var.) harvested at 
13 years of age.

750ml 648125

EL JOLGORIO
ESPADIN
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
semi-wild Agave Espadín (Agave 
angustifolia) harvested at 10 years 
of age.

750ml 648120

EL JOLGORIO
TOBALA
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
wild-harvested Agave Tobalá (Agave 
potatorum) harvested at 12 years 
of age.

750ml 468121

EL JOLGORIO
CUIXE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
wild-harvested Agave Cuixe (Agave 
karwinskii var.) harvested at 13 years 
of age.

750ml 648126
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CRAFT MEZCAL

EL JOLGORIO
PECHUGA
BACKBAR PROJECT

Our Pechuga mezcal, 10 yr. old 
agaves are pit-roasted according
to tradition, mule-drawn tahona-
crushed, open fermented, and then 
twice distilled in a copper pot still with 
fruit and the breast of a guajolote - 
a creole turkey rooster of the region

750ml 648128

EL JOLGORIO
MEXICANO
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
semi-wild Agave Mexicano (Agave 
rhodacantha) harvested at 10 years 
of age.

750ml 648124

EL JOLGORIO
BARRIL
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
semi-wild Agave Barril (Agave 
karwinskii var.) harvested at 
10 years.

750ml 648127

EL JOLGORIO
ARRUQUENO
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
semi-wild Agave Arruqueño (Agave 
americana var. oaxacensis) 
harvested at 14 years of age.

750ml 48220

EL JOLGORIO
TEPEZTATE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Traditional pit-roasted, mule-drawn 
tahona-crushed, open fermented, 
double-distilled mezcal from 100% 
wild-harvested Agave Tepeztate 
(Agave marmorata) harvested at 13 
years of age.

750ml 648122
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SONOMA COUNTY 
2ND CHANCE WHEAT 
SONOMA CO. DISTILLING

A foundation of unmalted wheat is 
paired with malted rye that is then 
twice direct-fire distilled, implementing 
traditional 16th century techniques. 
Available in Cask Strength.

750ml 405122

BMD NEW ENGLAND 
CORN WHISKEY
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN

Handcrafted in small batches using 
local corn sourced from a farmer 
two miles from the distillery. It is 
aged over oak and cherry wood that 
is cut, milled and charred by hand 
on the farm. 

750ml 421020

BALCONES 
BABY BLUE
BALCONES

Non-chill filtered. Yard-aged, hand 
selected barrels with light char casks. 
100% roasted artisanal Hopi blue 
corn. Only distillery using artisanal 
blue corn. Light charred, yard aged, 
new American oak barrels.

750ml 513020

BALCONES 
TRUE BLUE
BALCONES

Non-chill filtered. Artisanal roasted 
blue corn whisky, aged slightly longer 
than Baby Blue. Cask strength ver-
sion of the Baby Blue whisky.

750ml 25127

750ml 91126

KINNICKINNIC 
WHISKEY
CRAFT DISTILLERS

A blend of Straight Bourbon and 
a Malt whiskey and a Rye Whiskey. 
Bottled at 86 proof. 

CRAFT AMERICAN WHISKEY

JOURNEYMAN DIST.
BUGGY WHIP WHEAT
JOURNEYMAN

90 proof whiskey made from 100% 
Michigan wheat. Fills the palate full 
of caramel and vanilla. It’s a single 
smooth note with a lasting finish.

750ml 26823
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BALCONES
BRIMSTONE
BALCONES

Roasted blue corn whisky smoked 
with TX Scrub Oak. The actual 
whisky, not the grain, has been 
smoked right after coming off the 
stills before going into new American 
oak barrels for aging.

750ml 25121

BALCONES
SINGLE MALT 
BALCONES

Highest quality Malt, Colder fermen-
tations, Focus on developing the 
natural flavors of the ingredients.  
Non-chill filtered & Multi-dimensional 
products.

750ml 25126

BUFFALO TRACE 
WHITE DOG RYE MASH
SAZERAC

This is the 125 proof white dog rye 
recipe whiskey that goes into Buffalo 
Trace Bourbon. It is majority corn, 
with the secondary grain of rye, and 
finished with malted barley.

375ml 33343

CRAFT AMERICAN WHISKEY

375ml 20048

HUDSON 
NEW YORK CORN
WILLIAM GRANT

The small batch whiskey is distilled 
entirely from New York corn and 
bottled fresh from the still at an 
accessible 80 proof.

750ml 40024

HUDSON SINGLE 
MALT WHISKEY
WILLIAM GRANT

Distilled entirely from malted barley 
and aged less than four years in fresh 
charred oak barrels of various sizes. 
The barley malt is highly aromatic, 
medium-bodied and full flavored with 
notes of spice, malt and toasted oak.

STRANAHAN’S 
COLORADO WHISKEY
PROXIMO

Stranahan’s roasted grains add a 
touch of smokiness to its character 
as in the lightest of scotches, yet 
you’ll also enjoy a rich color and full 
flavor found in the finest of bourbons. 

750ml 21926
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TRYBOX SERIES 
CORN
HEAVEN HILL

Unaged and is distilled primarily 
from corn with lesser amount of rye 
and malted barley.The clear whiskey 
is medium-weight and generously 
endowed with the aroma of freshly 
shucked corn. It has a focused corn 
palate and warm, semisweet finish.

750ml 23625

TRYBOX SERIES 
RYE
HEAVEN HILL

Crystal clear with a medium-weight, 
velvety textured body and a brilliant 
bouquet brimming with the sem-
isweet aromas of rye grain, fresh 
corn, citrus zest and dried herbs.

750ml 23624

CRAFT AMERICAN WHISKEY

OREGON SINGLE 
MALT WHISKEY
ROGUE

Made using 100% Rogue Farms Risk 
Malt grown on the Rogue 
Barley Farm in Oregon’s Tygh 
Valley Appellation. Distilled and 
barrel aged. 

750ml 698525

DEAD GUY 
WHISKEY
ROGUE

Dead Guy Whiskey has a fresh 
orange citrus aroma with a 
delicately sweet, rich malt complex. 
Medium-bodied, flavors of oak 
and honey give way to a clean vanilla 
finish.

750ml 698524

SLAUGHTER HOUSE 
AMERICAN WHISKEY
SPLINTER GROUP

After spending 9 years in American 
oak, the spirit was further matured 
in our Papillon barrels. The palate is 
smooth, ultra rich and layered.

750ml 535723

ROGUE FARMS
CHIPOTLE WHISKEY
ROGUE

Distilled from Chipotle Ale. Brewed 
with rich malts, multiple hops and 
delicately spiced with chipotle peppers. 
The ale is then distilled in a copper 
pot still, barrel aged, and bottled with 
chipotle peppers to create a whiskey 
with bold chipotle flavors.

750ml 608524
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BERNHEIM ORIGINAL
WHEAT WHISKEY
HEAVEN HILL

Smooth whiskey that is produced 
in small batches and aged for 
seven years in traditional open 
brick houses.

 
750ml 25228

750ml 654824

LOW GAP 2 YEAR 
WHEAT WHISKEY
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Malted wheat, corn, and barley.  Aged 
in used Van Winkle barrels and new 
Missouri oak bourbon barrels.  
Amazingly mellow. 46% abv.

COPPERSEA 
EXCELSIOR
WILSON DANIELS

Using techniques of Floor malting, 
Milling by hand, Mashing with water 
from the on-site well, Sour mashing, 
Fermentation in open wood 
fermentation tanks, Distilled 
in-hand-hammered, direct-fired 
copper-pot stills. 

750ml 26526

COPPERSEA GREEN 
MALT BARLEY
WILSON DANIELS

New York Green Malt Barley is an 
oak-aged single malt whisky made 
with 100 percent un-kilned, or 
“green,” two-row barley malt.

375ml 26441

CRAFT AMERICAN WHISKEY

ST. GEORGE 
SINGLE MALT
ST GEORGE

Mash bill—various roast levels of 
two-row barley from Sierra Nevada, 
smoking a portion of unroasted 
barley over beech and alder wood to 
add notes and additional complexity. 
Aged in used bourbon casks, French 
oak, port barrels, and sherry barrels. 

750ml 804926

750ml 28929

FEW
SINGLE MALT
FEW SPIRITS

This single malt whisky is made with 
both un-smoked and smoked malted 
barley (with cherry wood as the wood 
source). It is a seasonal release with 
a small production. All grains are 
sourced within 100 miles of 
Evanston, Illinois.
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750ml 26822

JOURNEYMAN DIST. 
SILVER CROSS 4 GRAIN
JOURNEYMAN

Equal parts Rye, Wheat, Corn, and 
Barley the Silver Cross is truly a 
medley of unique flavors. Aged in 
small casks. 90 proof spirit.

CRAFT AMERICAN WHISKEY

HENEBERY 
WHISKEY
HENEBERY SPIRITS

Made in small batches. 90 PROOF 
Rye whiskey infused with organic 
ingredients. Henebery utilizes 
innovative, patent pending 
infusion techniques.

750ml 740022
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CRAFT BOURBON

750ml 809727

AMADOR
DOUBLE BARREL
TRINCHERO

Small-batch with 2 barrel aging 
techniques in KY and CA. 300 barrels 
of exceptional KY bourbon, aged 
from 3 to 10 years in New American 
Oak, then transported to St Helena, 
California where it is finished in our 
family Napa Valley wine barrels. 

BLANTON’S SINGLE 
BARREL BOURBON
SAZERAC

Individually selected, filtered and 
bottled by hand at 93 proof. The 
reddish-amber Bourbon has a lovely 
jolt of orange zest and burnt sugar on 
the palate. 

750ml 303824

HUDSON BABY 
BOURBON
WILLIAM GRANT

Small batch, single grain whiskey 
double distilled entirely from 100% 
New York corn. The bourbon is aged 
in small 3 gallon American oak 
barrels for three months. The whiskey 
has a copper colored hue and a 
generous bouquet of corn.

750ml 40122

BMD BERKSHIRE 
BOURBON
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN

Handcrafted in small batches using 
local corn sourced from a farmer two 
miles from the distillery. After 
meticulous fermentation and 
distillation, only the finely cut of spirit 
is selected to be aged in virgin 
American white oak barrels. 

750ml 421021

ELIJAH CRAIG 
12 YEAR
HEAVEN HILL

Bottled exclusively from a dumping of 
100 barrels or less, the brand carries 
the name of the Rev. Elijah Craig, the 
man who discovered the method of 
making true Kentucky Bourbon when 
he stored his wares in barrels that 
had been charred in a fire.

750ml 142527

750ml 26826

JOURNEYMAN DIST.
FEATHERBONE BOURBON
JOURNEYMAN

Made of Midwest organic corn, 
Michigan wheat, rye, and malted 
barley. Credible craft bourbon here. 
90 proof.
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CRAFT BOURBON

750ml 264029

ANGELS ENVY 
BOURBON
BACARDI

Kentucky straight bourbon whiskey 
finished in port barrels. This was the 
late master distiller Lincoln 
Henderson’s creation, using his 
skills from years creating Woodford 
reserve mixed with innovative 
finishing techniques. 

BRECKENRIDGE 
BOURBON
BRECKENRIDGE

Breckenridge Bourbon Whiskey 
is made from a high-rye mash bill 
mixed with Rocky Mountain snowmelt 
into a traditional Scottish fermenter 
and then distilled using a Vendome 
copper pot still. It’s then aged in new 
American Oak barrels 3 years.
 
750ml 27725

BUFFALO TRACE
BOURBON
SAZERAC

Buffalo Trace Kentucky Straight 
Bourbon Whiskey is distilled, aged 
and bottled at the most award-
winning distillery in the world. Made 
from corn, rye and barley malt. 
Approximately 25–30 barrels are 
selected and mixed before bottling.

750ml 33321

EH TAYLOR 
SMALL BATCH
SAZERAC

This Small Batch Bourbon Whiskey 
has been aged inside century old 
warehouses constructed by E.H. 
Taylor, Jr.  Barrels are evaluated and 
selected to create a perfect blend of 
distinctive character that is like 
no other. 

750ml 264029

WL WELLER BOURBON 
SPECIAL RESERVE
SAZERAC

The Original “Wheated” Bourbon. 
W.L. Weller replaces the rye in their 
Bourbon recipe with wheat, creating 
a Kentucky Straight Bourbon with 
an exceptionally smooth, full-bodied 
taste. Also available in 107 proof. 

1 Liter 180022/180013 (107 Proof)

750ml 405124

SONOMA COUNTY DIST. 
WEST OF KENTUCKY #2
SONOMA COUNTY DISTILLING CO.

Grain to Glass California Wheated 
Bourbon; Unmalted corn, 
Unmalted wheat, & Malted Barley. 
New charred American Oak, 
finished with used oak.
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CRAFT BOURBON

WOODFORD
RESERVE
BROWN FORMAN

Small batch Kentucky Straight 
Bourbon Whiskey. It is made from 
a mixture of pot still spirits distilled 
at the Woodford Reserve Distillery 
in Woodford County, in north-central 
Kentucky, and column still spirits from 
the Brown Forman Distillery.

1 Liter 790926

WOODFORD RESERVE
DOUBLE OAKED
BROWN FORMAN

Uniquely matured in separate, charred 
oak barrels - the second barrel deeply 
toasted before a light charring – 
extracts additional amounts of soft, 
sweet oak character.

750ml 7728

STRAIGHT EDGE 
BOURBON
SPLINTER GROUP

Bourbon finished in used Orin Swift 
Cellars Mercury Head Cabernet 
Sauvignon Barrels for 4 to 5 months. 
whiskey itself started as a blend of 
5, 7 and 8-year-old bourbons hailing 
from Kentucky and Tennessee.

750ml 709121

GEORGE 
T. STAGG JR
SAZERAC

This extremely hearty whiskey ages 
in new charred oak barrels.  Straight 
out of the barrel, uncut and unfiltered, 
the taste is powerful, flavorful and 
intense. Buffalo Trace Recipe. 

 

750ml 28620

HUDSON FOUR 
GRAIN BOURBON
WILLIAM GRANT

The velvety textured whiskey is 
distilled in small batches from a mash 
bill of corn, rye, wheat and barley. It 
is aged in small oak barrels for less 
than four years, unfiltered and bottled 
at 92 proof.

750ml 40040

LOW GAP 2 YEAR 
WHEAT WHISKEY
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Bottled at 2+ years, this 
amazing whiskey shows what can be 
accomplished by a master working 
on a cognac still. Smooth, rich, 
surreal. 43.1% abv.

750ml 654824
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CRAFT BOURBON

750ml 328828

FEW
BOURBON WHISKEY
FEW SPIRITS

70% Corn, 20% Rye, and 10% 
Malted barley. Handcrafted in small 
batches and aged in air-dried charred 
oak barrels.

ELMER T. LEE 
SINGLE BARREL
SAZERAC

Elmer is medium gold in color; the 
nose brings notes of butterscotch, 
clover, vanilla, and old leather. 
Balances intense fruits, honey, and 
vanilla with a light spiciness that 
shows off the distiller’s craft. The 
finish is long and warm.

750ml 303725

EVAN WILLIAMS 
SINGLE BARREL
HEAVEN HILL

Evan Williams Single Barrel Vintage 
Bourbon is bottled solely from one 
barrel hand-selected by our Master 
Distillers, not from the mingling of 
many barrels, which is the practice 
for standard blended and Small 
Batch Bourbons.

750ml 142526

EVAN 
WILLIAMS 1783
HEAVEN HILL

Small batch, extra aged line 
extension of Evan Williams Black 
Label that is named after the year in 
which Evan Williams first established 
his distillery.

 
750ml 24122

EAGLE RARE 
10 YEAR
SAZERAC

Aged for no less than ten years, each 
barrel is discriminately selected. The 
rareness of this great breed of 
bourbon is evident in its complex 
aroma, as well as the smooth and 
lingering taste.

750ml 303825

WL WELLER 
12 YEAR
SAZERAC

The taste is dry, complex and toasty 
revealing cocoa dust, and soft spices. 
The mid-palate flavor is wheat, cedar, 
and nuts that are layered and moder-
ately sweet..

750ml 181020
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CRAFT BOURBON

OLD FORESTER
86 PROOF
BROWN FORMAN

Twice-distilled, this remarkable spirit 
is crafted using a precise grain recipe 
of corn, rye, and malted barley. Old 
Forester 86 proof is rich in rye, 
resulting in a uniquely full, rich, 
genuine character.

1 Liter 73113 • 750ml 73123

OLD FORESTER 
SIGNATURE 100 PROOF
BROWN FORMAN

Handpicked from select barrels, Old 
Forester Signature 100 Proof is a 
rich, complex bourbon. Spicy and 
robust, Signature is bottled at 100 
proof to maintain its distinct character 
and full flavor profile.

1 Liter 72913 • 750ml 72923

OLD FORESTER
1870 ORIGINAL BATCH
BROWN FORMAN

Originally batched barrels obtained from 
three distilleries, emulating that process 
today, there are selected barrels from 
three warehouses, each barrel 
originating from a different day of 
production, with a different entry proof 
and a different age profile.

750ml 750923

OLD FORESTER 
1897 BOTTLED IN BOND
BROWN FORMAN

This is the second release of Old 
Forester Whiskey Row Series, and 
was crafted to honor the U.S. Bottled-
in-Bond Act of 1897. To be labeled as 
Bottled in Bond, whisky must be the 
product of one distillation season, 
one distiller and from one distillery.

750ml 890923
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CRAFT RYE WHISKEY

RITTENHOUSE RYE 
BOTTLED-IN-BOND
HEAVEN HILL

Distilled entirely from premium rye 
in what is referred to as the classic 
Pennsylvania or “Monongahela“ style 
and available at 80-proof or Bottled-
In-Bond at 100-proof.

750ml 226723

SAZERAC 
6 YEAR RYE
SAZERAC

Rye spiciness with a overlay of 
sweet malt to make a spicy mélange, 
Vietnamese cinnamon, faint Sichuan 
pepper scent, whisper of clove. Aged 
for 6 years.

750ml 305021

TEMPLETON
RYE
INFINIUM

Aged 4 years in American Oak 
Barrels. Small Batch. Smooth, spicy 
taste and clean, balanced finish.

 

750ml 29825

LOCK, STOCK & BARREL
13 YEAR RYE
COOPER SPIRITS

Whiskey from doubled pot stills, 
standing at 101.3 proof. The quality of 
the farm-sourced rye grain, artisanal 
distillation process, and the depth 
and robust character of a rye aged 
for 13 years.

750ml 834927

JOHN JACOB
RYE WHISKEY
FREMONT MISCHEIF

Three years in barrel. Rye grain whis-
key. Warm caramel finish.

750ml 21625

CRATER
LAKE RYE 
BENDISTILLERY

95% rye grain and pure Cascade 
Mountain water, the character of our 
rye is rich with deep toffee notes and 
a peppery spice.

750ml 409827
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CRAFT RYE WHISKEY

750ml 599025

750ml 790926

750ml 20044

HUDSON 
MANHATTAN RYE
WILLIAM GRANT

The handcrafted whiskey has a deep 
amber hue, a satiny lightweight body 
and a wafting bouquet laced with the 
aromas of spice, toffee, dried fruit 
and vanilla. 

HIGHSPIRE
RYE
KINDRED

Highspire Whiskey is made with 100 
percent rye grain. All of our 
unmalted grain, which is 95 
percent, is grown by a local farmer.

 

WOODFORD
RESERVE RYE
BROWN FORMAN

Rich Honey colored and developed to 
create a more balanced product and 
to be representative of traditional 
Kentucky Rye at a 90.4 proof.

SONOMA COUNTY 
RYE WHISKEY
SONOMA CO. DISTILLING

Sonoma Rye Whiskey using 100% 
rye mash bill, relying on techniques 
like direct-fire alembic stills and hand 
separation, production from grain to 
glass. Aged in new charred American 
oak barrels and finished in old wood.
Available in Cask Strength.

750ml 405120

LOW GAP 2 YR 
RYE WHISKEY
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Very smooth, very rich. Full rye body. 
100% rye malt extract. Fabulous.  
Aged 2 + years in new and used 
bourbon, used cognac barrels and 
new small cooperage barrels from 
Minnesota.  42.2% abv.

750ml 659924

COPPERSEA GREEN 
MALT RYE
WILSON DANIELS

New York Green Malt Rye is an oak-
aged single malt rye whisky made 
with 100 percent un-kilned, 
or “green,” rye malt.

375ml 26328
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PIKESVILLE RYE
6 YEAR
HEAVEN HILL

51 percent rye, with corn and malted 
barley as the “small” grains, Pikeville 
Rye has an appealing pale copper 
color, reflecting its extra aging.

750ml 680520

750ml 854929 750ml 781221

750ml 289022 750ml 28824

ANGELS ENVY
RYE
BACARDI

Spends up to 18 months finishing in 
these Franco Caribbean rum casks, 
resulting in an immensely complex 
whiskey. 100 proof.

 

COPPERSEA 
RAW RYE
WILSON DANIELS

Rye sourced from local Hudson 
Valley farms using techniques of 
Floor malting, Milling grain by hand 
at the distillery, Mashing with water 
from the on-site well, Sour mashing, 
Fermentation in American-made 
open wood fermentation tanks. 

ROGUE FARMS
RYE
ROGUE

Plowed, diced, harrowed, planted, 
grown, harvested, malted, milled, 
mashed, fermented, distilled, ocean-
aged, and hand-bottled in Oregon. 
Oregon Rye Whiskey offers a true 
taste of the proprietary palate of 
ingredients used to create it.

FEW
RYE 
FEW SPIRITS

70% rye, 20% corn, and 10% malted 
Barley. Aged in air-dried oak barrels. 
93 proof.
 

DILLON’S 
THE WHITE RYE
DILLON’S

Made small batch in a copper pot 
still to allow for pure rye notes spice 
sweet robustness. 80 proof.

 

CRAFT RYE WHISKEY

750ml 546924
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HOCHSTADTER’S 
VATTED RYE
COOPER SPIRITS

Straight rye whiskeys‚ aged 4 - 8 
years. Master blending of 4 
distilleries from north america.

750ml 220429

CRAFT RYE WHISKEY

750ml 26828

JOURNEYMAN DIST.
LAST FEATHER RYE 
JOURNEYMAN

90-proof, our first batch of Ravenswood 
Rye made at Journeyman Distillery 
will be matured in new white oak 
charred 15-gallon barrels. Mashbill 
Rye and Wheat. 

LOW GAP 
CLEAR RYE
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Malted rye with a bit of malted corn. 
Full rye body. The roughness of most 
ryes is here tamed by the small 
cognac potstill. Fabulous. New 
bottling Nov 2013. 44.1% abv.

750ml 654823
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JAPANESE WHISKY

750ml 474926

WHITE OAK 
AKASHI 
TOKIWA

Blend of 70% corn and 30% malt 
whisky. No age statement with malt 
as old as seven years, aged in mostly 
ex-bourbon barrels and sherry casks. 
Notes of black cherry and vanilla, 
balanced on the palate with a silky 
sweet finish.

WHITE OAK 
SINGLE MALT 
TOKIWA

A minimum of three years in both 
whisky and sherry casks. This 
youthful single malt a hint of peat 
and ginger on the nose with notes of 
fresh parsley and pear on the palate 
and a slightly spicy dry finish.

750ml 474928

ICHIRO’S MALT 
CHICHIBU 
TOKIWA

Small distillery, Chichibu produces 
in small quantities, but the remain-
ing stocks of Hanyu, Kawasaki and 
Karuisawa hosted on site allow Ichiro 
Akuto to offer rare and exceptional 
malt whiskies.

750ml 541421

IWAI 
WHISKY
TOKIWA

70% corn, 30% malt – Aged in 
ex-bourbon barrels. Highest distillery 
in Japan at 800 meters – elevation 
impacts the texture of whisky.  High 
elevation gives you a rounded, 
richer feel.

750ml 541721

IWAI 
TRADITIONAL
TOKIWA

30% corn, 70% malt – Aged in 
sherry, ex-bourbon and wine casks. 
Highest distillery in Japan at 800 
meters – elevation impacts the 
texture of whisky.  High elevation 
gives you a rounded, richer feel.

750ml 541720
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EUROPEAN WHISK(E)Y

750ml 232820

MONKEY SHOULDER 
VATTED MALT SCOTCH
WILLIAM GRANT

All-Speyside vatting with no grain 
whisky. It earns its description as 
a “triple malt,” containing Balvenie, 
Glenfiddich, and Kininvie malts. 
Finished in Used Bourbon Barrels.

TEELING IRISH SINGLE 
GRAIN WHISKEY
INFINIUM

Aged for at least 4 years in California. 
Bottled at 46% with no chill filtration 
allowing for all the natural flavors of 
the whiskey to be retained. 

750ml 22925

TEELING 
SINGLE MALT
INFINIUM

Drawn from various ages of whisky 
from a single Irish distillery. The 
oldest malt dates back to 1991 and 
the various components have been 
matured in different barrels including 
Sherry, Port, Madeira, White 
Burgundy and Cabernet Sauvignon.

750ml 22929

TEELING IRISH 
WHISKEY
INFINIUM

(Small batch) This small batch bot-
tling consists of hand selected casks 
which are given further maturation 
in ex- Flor De Cana rum barrels 
imparting extra character and smooth 
flavor unique to Irish whiskey. Bottling 
at 46%.

750ml 22923

PENDERYN’S 
WELSH WHISKY
GEMINI

This single malt whisky is smooth, 
light in character and softly golden 
in color. At a generous 46% ABV, it 
has a classic freshness with aromas 
of cream toffee, rich fruit and raisins. 
Notes of tropical fruit, raisins and 
vanilla persist in the finish.

750ml 32221

750ml 728025

THE EXCEPTIONAL 
GRAIN 
CRAFT DISTILLERS

A blend of remarkable aged grain 
whiskies, including a barrel of 
30-year-old from the Carsebridge 
Distillery, long since closed. Blended 
by Willie Phillips, formerly of The 
Macallan; finished in first-fill 
sherry casks.
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750ml 798025

THE EXCEPTIONAL
MALT
CRAFT DISTILLERS

A carefully selected assemblage 
of fully mature and very interesting 
Scotch malt whiskies: Ben Nevis, a 
first-fill sherry butt of Glenburgie, a 
vatted barrel of Balvenie, Kininvie, 
& Glenfiddich, Speyside, Speyburn, 
and Macallan. 

BRUICHLADDICH PORT 
CHARLOTTE SCOTTISH 
BARLEY REMY COINTREAU

Peated to a heavyweight 40ppm, Port 
Charlotte Scottish Barley is a cuvee 
crafted from casks hand-picked by 
master distiller Jim McEwan.

750ml 470522

BRUICHLADDIACH 
OCTOMORE
REMY COINTREAU

The world’s most heavily peated 
whisky, this is the sixth edition of the 
uber-experimental cult Octomore.

750ml 470523

BRUICHLADDICH 
SCOTTISH ORGANIC 
BARLEY REMY COINTREAU

100% Scottish organic barley, slow 
trickle distillation and premium 
American oak have produced the 
creamiest whisky we have ever tasted.

750ml 470520

750ml 13722

BRUICHLADDICH ISLAY 
BARLEY ROCKSIDE FARM
REMY COINTREAU

Islay Barley series. Harvested in 
2006 & distilled in 2007, the grain 
for this iconic whisky was grown for 
Bruichladdich in the minister’s field at 
Rockside Farm. 

EUROPEAN WHISK(E)Y
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CRAFT BRANDY / COGNAC

DELAMAIN COGNAC  
PALE AND DRY XO
KOBRAND

Comprised solely of Grande 
Champagne eaux-de-vie. Blend of 
20- to 25-year-old Cognacs. Aged in 
350-liter Limousin oak barrels. No 
caramel or sugar added; all-natural.

750ml 36423

DELAMAIN COGNAC 
VESPER XO
KOBRAND

Comprised solely of Grande 
Champagne eaux-de-vie. Blend of 
30- to 35-year-old Cognacs. Aged in 
old, 350-liter Limousin oak barrels.

750ml 76424

DELAMAIN COGNAC 
TRES VENERABLE
KOBRAND

Comprised solely of Grande 
Champagne eaux-de-vie. Blend of 
50- to 55-year-old Cognacs. Aged in 
old, 350-liter Limousin oak barrels.

750ml 76520

DELAMAIN COGNAC 
EXTRA
KOBRAND

Comprised solely of Grande 
Champagne eaux-de-vie. Blend of 
35- to 40-year-old Cognacs. 
Aged in old, 350-liter Limousin 
oak barrels. 

750ml 36726

DELAMAIN COGNAC 
MILLESIMES
KOBRAND

•Unblended
•Single Cask
•Single Grande Champagne Estate
•BNIC Regulated Cellar
•Vintages are no less than 
30 years of age

750ml 76826

DELAMAIN COGNAC 
RESERVE DE LA FAMILLE
KOBRAND

•60 Year Old Single Estate from the 
Grande Champagne region
•Single Cask 

750ml 76521
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CRAFT BRANDY / COGNAC

DELAMAIN
LE VOYAGE
KOBRAND

Le Voyage is exclusively blended 
from Delamain’s prestigious demi-
john collection. Bottled in a Baccarat 
decanter within a handcrafted leather 
dovetail case.

750ml 76428

COGNAC TESSERON
LOT N°90
VINTUS

Lot 90 for 15 years before bottling! 

750ml 776920

COGNAC TESSERON
LOT N°76
VINTUS

Lot 76 ages for an average of 30 
years!

 

750ml 776921

COGNAC TESSERON 
LOT N°53
VINTUS

Lot 53 for 50 years.

750ml 776923

COGNAC TESSERON
LOT N°29
VINTUS

Lot 29 is a 100 year old Cognac 
(30% of the current bottling is 1906 
vintage)!

750ml 776923

COGNAC PARK
EXTRA
DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS

Age: 40-60 years old 100% Grande 
Champagne Mellowness, finesse and
length on the palate

750ml 36628
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CRAFT BRANDY / COGNAC

COGNAC PARK 
VS
DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS

Age: 4 to 8 years old
Blend: Fins Bois & Petite
Champagne

750ml 36629

COGNAC PARK 
VSOP
DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS

Aged as much as a minimum legal 
XO (8 to 12 years old).  Blend: Fins 
Bois, Petite Champagne and Grande 
Champagne.

750ml 36624

COGNAC PARK
ORGANIC
DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS

100% Fins Bois Aged between 
Cognac Park VS and VSOP. It is 
highlighting the specificity of its 
terroir: Round and smooth Cognac 
with a bouquet that recalls the scent 
of freshly pressed grapes.

750ml 37822

COGNAC PARK 
XO
DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS

Age: 20-25 years old. Great in its 
class, outstanding quality. Unique 
blend from the 4 main ‘crus’:
- Grande Champagne
- Petite Champagne
- Borderies
- Fins Bois

750ml 36626

COGNAC PARK
CIGAR BLEND
DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS

Vieille Fine Champagne: 60% 
Grande 40 % Petite Champagne.
Age: 30 years old; Fuller and richer 
on the nose and palate: complex and 
balanced style.

750ml 36627

COGNAC PARK
BORDERIES
DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS

Smallest and most exclusive of the 6 
Appellations. Only Cognac brand with 
a 100% 15 years old Borderies.

750ml 36625
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HARDY COGNAC
PERFECTION
A. HARDY

This cognac comes from the area 
known today as Grande Champagne. 
Its grapes are composed of a 100% 
French Colombard and this eaux-de-vie
is pure and unblended at a natural 
strength of 41% volume. 

750ml 778020

HARDY COGNAC
LALIQUE CRYSTAL 
A. HARDY

100% Grande Champagne Cognac 
is the signature of a family devoted to 
the art of making cognac since 1863. 
A masterpiece for the eyes with the 
Daum crystal named “Rosebud”.  This 
cognac will charm your senses with a 
delicate and flowery bouquet.

750ml 18221

HARDY COGNAC
NOCES D’OR
A. HARDY

Moderately fully-bodied, it contains 
inviting rich, fat aromas that reveal a 
silky, honeyed character with elegant 
wood and spiced flavors lingering on 
the finish. A richly textured but grace-
fully proportioned style.

750ml 18222

MAISON ROUGE BY 
HARDY V.S.O.P.
A. HARDY

This eau-de-vie born on the fruity 
side shows more vanilla, tobacco 
and cedar hints because of the aging 
process. Cinnamon becomes nutmeg 
mixed with flavors traditionally 
associated with aged cognac such 
as rancio and candied fruit.

750ml 21922

MAISON ROUGE BY 
HARDY V.S.
A. HARDY

The first impression is floral with hints 
of rose petals, but slowly the fruit 
comes forward in full bloom. A light 
lemony flavor gives way to traces of 
vanilla, and the finish is spicy with a 
cinnamon fragrance. 

750ml 21921

MAISON SURRENE 
COGNAC
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Made from all Petite Champagne, 
this cognac had beautiful soft fruit, 
rich but delicate flavor and very easy 
on the palate. 

750ml 48723
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CRAFT BRANDY

GERMAIN-ROBIN 
XO BRANDY
CRAFT DISTILLERS

A blend of some 12 brandies, roughly 
80% of the volume pinot noirs. The 
components are mostly about 17 
years old. 

750ml 91127

GERMAIN-ROBIN 
XO APPLE BRANDY
CRAFT DISTILLERS

The blend includes distillates 
ranging in age from 6 to 15 years, 
some of it coming, solera style, from 
a reserved portion of the previous 
year’s release. Descent to bottling 
proof is with filtered rainwater.

750ml 32028

GERMAIN- ROBIN 
CRAFT METHOD 
CRAFT DISTILLERS

Our distilling wines from very 
high-quality varietal Mendocino 
grapes, then put them through the 
still using the best traditional craft 
methods. These world-class grapes 
give us rich flavor, yet the brandy 
remains subtle and delicate.

750ml 82042

GERMAIN- ROBIN 
APPLE BRANDY
CRAFT DISTILLERS

The blend includes distillates 
ranging in age from 6 to 15 years, 
some of it coming, solera style, from 
a reserved portion of the previous 
year’s release. Descent to bottling 
proof is with filtered rainwater.

750ml/6 32026

ST. GEORGE CAL
RESERVE APPLE 
ST. GEORGE

Apples pressed, fermented, 
distilled, casked, blended, and 
bottled in-house.Aged in French and 
American oak for 2–3 years

750ml 809228

LAIRD’S 
APPLEJACK
LAIRDS

Laird’s Applejack is made from 
tree-ripened apples grown in She-
nandoah Valley orchards. The apples 
are naturally fermented in insulated 
fiberglass tanks. No cultures, yeasts, 
starters, sugars or blending agents 
are used.

1 Liter 20213
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CRAFT BRANDY

ST. GEORGE 
PEAR BRANDY 
ST. GEORGE

St. George Pear Brandy is made 
from the most aromatic dry-farmed, 
organic Bartlett pears.This 
unsweetened spirit is stunningly 
fruit-forward, with all the complexity 
of a perfectly ripe pear. 

750ml 392923

ST. GEORGE 
RASPBERRY BRANDY 
ST. GEORGE

Crafted from raspberries you could 
find in the dark, St. George 
Raspberry Brandy is intensely ripe, 
lush, and focused. 

750ml 392925
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POLI GRAPPA 
SARPA DI POLI
WINEBOW

Sarpa di Poli is obtained from the 
pomace of grape varieties with floral 
and delicately herbaceous aromas, 
distilled by means of steam in a 
pot-still working in small batches.

750ml 4426

POLI GRAPPA SARPA 
BARRIQUE DI POLI
WINEBOW

Sarpa Barrique is aged in 225 liters 
French oak barrels. In its elegant 
simplicity it holds the whole history 
and passion for distilling of the 
Poli family.

750ml 214329

PERE 
DI POLI
WINEBOW

Williams pears from South Tirol. 
Distillation is artisanal, in small lots, 
with a discontinuous bain-marie 
vacuum still. Aroma is clear, typical 
of Williams pear while taste is soft, 
fragrant and summery.

750ml 4328

LAMPONI 
DI POLI
WINEBOW

Raspberries of Carnia area. 
Distillation is artisanal, in small lots, 
with a discontinuous bain-marie 
vacuum still. very intense 
of raspberries and red berries.

750ml 4324

POLI MIELE 
LIQUEUR
WINEBOW

A liqueur based on Grappa and 
acacia honey, with essential oils from 
mugo pine, juniper, mint and lemon 
verbena to grant exquisite balsamic 
sensations. 

750ml 4521

CANDOLINI GRAPPA
BIANCA 
INFINIUM

With a balanced palate and nose, it is 
particularly delicate, clear and pleas-
ant. Its refined character seduces and 
conquers you.

1 Liter 610814
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CRAFT BRANDY / GRAPPA

CANDOLINI GRAPPA
CLASSICA 
INFINIUM

It has a generous, round taste. Its 
colour has shades of amber and 
its special aroma includes a wide 
range of perfumes, a true surprise 
at every sip.

1 Liter 610814

CANDOLINI GRAPPA
RISERVA
INFINIUM

After aging for over 18 months in 
oak barrels, it acquires an intense 
and mature taste. With a rich amber 
colour and a sophisticated pleasant 
aroma. Drink it in a tulip glass.

1 Liter 610812

CANDOLINI 
GRAPPA RUTA
INFINIUM

It’s delicate and harmonious palate 
and nose come from an extra fine 
rue tea.

 
1 Liter 610812

NARDINI 
GRAPPA
WINEBOW

For Italians accustomed to the best, 
Nardini Riserva - aged for five years 
in Slavonian oak barrels -needs little 
introduction. As complex as any co-
gnac and as noble as any malt, it can 
change post-prandial habits forged 
over a lifetime.

1 Liter 3810

ARGMANAC 
DE MONTAL
A. HARDY

Vintage Armagnac offers a glimpse 
into the past. One gets the chance 
to view the virtues of old brandies 
from a single harvest. It’s a wonderful 
opportunity to enjoy the best that 
Gascony has to offer.

750ml 183227

LARRISSINGLE 
ARMAGNAC
KOBRAND

A portion of the spirit may be 
double-distilled to promote a light, 
smooth texture in the final blend. 
Individual spirits are then aged in the 
traditional oak casks called pièces 
armagnacaises. 

750ml 63022
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CRAFT BRANDY / CALVADOS

PERE MAGLOIRE
FINE VS
GEMINI

FINE V.S. apart is the continuous 
distillation in copper stills. This 
concentrates the apple flavor which is 
further accentuated by blending the 
fruitiest vintages and ageing them in 
century-old oak barrels.

750ml 29427

PERE MAGLOIRE
VSOP
GEMINI

Only from cider from apples 
harvested in the Pays d’Auge, an area 
covering barely 6% of Normandy. 
V.S.O.P. is blended from Calvados 
which has been aged in oak 
barrels for at least four years.

750ml 29527
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ST. GEORGE
SPICED PEAR
ST. GEORGE

Both elegant and earthy, this 
luscious liqueur has all the 
complexity of a perfectly ripe 
Bartlett pear. Cinnamon and clove 
add a warm touch of spice. 

750ml 392927

ST. GEORGE
RASPBERRY
ST. GEORGE

This is what all raspberry liqueurs 
aspire to, with a luxurious 
mouthfeel and just the right 
balance between sweet and tart. 
Uses Fraser River Raspberries.

750ml 392929

FERNET
BRANCA
INFINIUM

Herbs like myrrh, peppermint oil, 
chamomile, and Saffron give it’s bold 
taste. The herbs, spices and roots 
are soaked up in alcohol and then 
centrifuged. The infusions settle for 1 
month until blended, then filtered.

750ml 77226

BRANCAMENTA
INFINIUM

Proprietary blend of the same mix 
of herbs, spices and roots used to 
produce Fernet-Branca. 
Brancamenta’s unique and fresh 
taste is derived from the addition of 
Piedmontese peppermint, the most 
refined mint available.

750ml 857329

CARPANO 
PUNT E MES
INFINIUM

14 herbs transform Punt e Mes from 
its initial white wine base to its final 
product. 1.5 times as bitter as the 
sweet vermouth.

750ml 612020

CARPANO 
ANTICA
INFINIUM

A blend of different grapes varietals 
from Sicily and Emilia Romagna: 
Trebbiano, Chardonnay and Cortese. 
Distinguished from other sweet 
vermouths by its hint of vanilla and 
notes of spices dried fruit, dates, and 
orange rind.

1 Liter 612013

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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CARPANO 
BIANCO
INFINIUM

White grape varieties (Trebbiano, 
Chardonnay, Cortese) come from 
Sicily and Emila-Romagna. 14.9% 
ABV so light, crisp and refreshing. 
Subtly sweet, rich and velvety with 
floral flavors met by smooth vanilla 
and a hint of bitterness on the finish.

1 Liter 692018

CARPANO 
DRY
INFINIUM

Drier flavor is achieved because of 
a lower sugar content than other 
types of vermouth. Tastes of absinthe 
grown in the Italian mountains, and 
an herbaceous plant from Crete, 
Cretan Dittany, give this product its 
typical flavor.

1 Liter 692019

AMARO DELLE 
SIRENE
DON CICCIO

Handcrafted based on an infusion 
of 30 selected roots and herbs. Dry, 
bitter, warm with notes of anise and 
coffee.

750ml 859027

DON CICCIO & 
FIGLI IBISCO
DON CICCIO

The very fragrant base of this
liqueur, the Hibiscus flower, is a rare 
find in Southern Italy having arrived 
from Egypt centuries ago.

750ml 859024

DON CICCIO & 
FIGLI LIMONCELLO
DON CICCIO

Produced all-natural Limoncello 
according to the traditions of Italy’s 
Amalfi Coast.

750ml 859020

DON CICCIO & 
FIGLI MANDARINETTO
DON CICCIO

Made with the very delicate 
mandarin orange. 

750ml 859022

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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DON CICCIO & FIGLI 
FENNEL
DON CICCIO

History tells us of Roman gladiators 
flavoring their food with fennel liqueur 
believing it to be a source of strength. 
Finocchietto is a fine digestive and a 
cooking staple in many Neapolitan 
kitchens.  Recommended with gin 
or brandy.

750ml 859021

DON CICCIO & FIGLI 
CONCERTO
DON CICCIO

This dark liqueur is obtained by 
soaking in alcohol for 60 days a 
“Concert” of 15 herbs and spices, 
barley coffee and espresso. The 
resulting liquor is dark in color with 
a balanced flavor. 

750ml 859026

DON CICCIO & FIGLI 
PRICKLY PEAR
DON CICCIO

Produced with prickly pears. These 
pears can be found in abundance 
and growing wild along the 
mountainsides of southern 
Italian towns. 

750ml 859023

MARTINI GRAN 
LUSSO
BACARDí

Created  from a new extract of 
barrel-aged Moscato must and 
original vermouth Bitters, and a 
second extract aged eight years, 
using traditional techniques and only 
the finest, hand-selected ingredients. 
Taste  profile is opulent, sweet-bitter. 

1 Liter 19910

GANCIA 
AMERICANO
RUSSIAN STANDARD

Divided into three phases. The most 
neural wines are chosen which are 
better amalgamated with the herbs 
(woodworm, cerea, sweet and bitter 
orange) and spices (cinnamon, 
sandalwood, cloves, nutmeg, china 
bark) selected for mixing. 

1 Liter 78618

CHAREAU 
ALOE
CHAREAU

Distilled in small batches, and 
balanced with a refreshing blend of 
macerated vine fruits, eau de vie, and 
bright botanicals. Fresh Aloe Vera 
juice is then added as the final step 
in creating this wonderful expression 
of California agriculture in a bottle.

750ml 75426

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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DILLON’S 
CHERRY GIN 
DILLONS

A traditional dry gin infused with 
cherries and botanicals and then 
lightly sweetened. Excellent as an 
aperitif or in cocktails.

750ml 289024

DILLON’S 
ROSE GIN 
DILLONS

Traditional London-style gin infused 
with rose hips, rose petals, then 
sweetened. Excellent as an aperitif or 
in cocktails. 

750ml 289023

SKINOS MASTIHA 
LIQUEUR
A. HARDY

Mastiha tree is harvested for its resin 
once per year in June and July. Small 
cuts are made in the tree bark which 
releases small amounts of resin that 
are collected. It is then transferred in 
wooden casks where the best 
Mastiha is selected and cleaned.

750ml 72925

HARDY’S PINEAU DES 
CHARENTES LE COQ D’OR
A. HARDY

Made by adding Cognac 
eau-de-vie from the previous year’s 
distillation (or older) to fresh grape 
must of the current vintage. 
Introduced in 1945 and has proved 
a useful outlet for wines not 
otherwise used for Cognac.

750ml 18229

BUTTERFLY 
ABSINTHE
DC CRAFT

Produced by hand and crafted 
using more than 60 steps in 
Couvet, Switzerland. Expertly mac-
erated and distilled in small batches. 
The alcohol content is reduced to 
65% by adding pure Swiss mountain 
spring water.

750ml 534922

LA CLANDESTINE 
ABSINTHE
DC CRAFT

La Clandestine is based on a 1935 
recipe by Swiss distiller Charlotte 
Vaucher. produced at 53% abv (alco-
hol by volume) is served in a manner 
similar to the traditional 19th-century 
French method.

750ml 39726

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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ST. GEORGE 
ABSINTHE VERTE
ST. GEORGE

Star anise, fennel and wormwood are 
macerated in Chardonnay brandy. The 
mixture is then distilled. The resulting 
distillate is then infused with the 
remaining botanicals. Rich and 
viscous on the palate even at 
120 proof.

750ml 32921

ART IN THE AGE 
RHUBY
WILLIAM GRANT

Rhuby harkens back to that recipe 
with its pleasantly complex 
combination of distilled rhubarb, 
beets, carrots, lemons, petit grain, 
cardamom, pink peppercorn, vanilla, 
cane sugar and other distilled 
ingredients. 

750ml 75524

ART IN THE AGE 
ROOT
WILLIAM GRANT

Root is a pre-temperance, Native 
American-style root tea (the 
precursor to root beer) made from 
organic sugar cane with spicy notes 
of sassafras essence, sarsaparilla 
and birch bark. 

750ml 75520

ART IN THE AGE 
SNAP
WILLIAM GRANT

Born from the 1600’s lives the ginger 
snap cookies recipe. Taking its 
ingredients and turning it into Art in 
the Age Snap. Nutmeg, clove, 
cinnamon, ginger, brown sugar, 
vanilla, blackstrap molasses, and 
Rooibos tea comprise the recipe.

750ml 75522

KUBLER 
VERTE SUISSE
ALTAMAR

Limited Edition with original 
formula. Higher proof of 144.

750ml 562142 

GIFFARD 
LICHI
BACKBAR PROJECT

Distill Taiwanese lychees, a stone 
fruit native to tropical climates with 
translucent white flesh and a delicate, 
floral flavor, to create Lichi-Li. 

750ml 648526

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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GIFFARD CRÈME DE 
PAMPLEMOUSSE ROSE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Extract the essential oils found in 
grapefruit peel through steam 
distillation to craft this liqueur.  True 
to the fruit; a bright aromatic quality, 
and the balanced bitterness 
and tartness.

750ml 648525

GIFFARD CRÈME DE 
PÊCHE DE VIGNE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Macerate fresh vine peaches, 
exclusively from the Coteaux du 
Lyonnais, to create this natural 
fruit crème. 

750ml 648523

GIFFARD CRÈME DE 
FRAISE DES BOIS
BACKBAR PROJECT

Begin by macerating the tiny, tart 
strawberries that grow wild in the 
French countryside as well as the 
larger and sweeter Senga-Sengana 
strawberries to create this 
natural liqueur.

750ml 648524

GIFFARD CRÈME DE 
FRAMBOISE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Natural raspberry liqueur by 
macerating aromatic Willamette 
raspberries.  The fruit is juicy and 
tart, giving Giffard Crème de 
Framboise the flavor of raspberries 
fresh off the vine.

750ml 648520

GIFFARD VANILLE DE 
MADAGASCAR
BACKBAR PROJECT

Exclusively made from natural vanilla 
from Madagascar for the warm and 
intense flavor of the vanilla pods.

750ml 648322

GIFFARD BANANE DU 
BRÉSIL
BACKBAR PROJECT

A blend of a slow maceration of the 
best bananas from Brazil, spirit of 
bananas for an intense aroma, and a 
touch of Cognac to add body.

750ml 648321

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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GIFFARD ABRICOT DU 
ROUSSILLON
BACKBAR PROJECT

Made exclusively from the slow 
maceration of “Rouges du Roussillon” 
apricots for the perfect intensity of 
fruits and purity of character.

750ml 648320

GIFFARD CASSIS NOIR 
DE BOURGOGNE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Made with a slow maceration of “Noir 
de Bourgogne” Cassis for their high 
intensity of fruits and full aroma.

750ml 648324

GIFFARD GINGER 
OF THE INDIES
BACKBAR PROJECT

The East Indies are famous for their 
ginger. This premium liqueur is 
developed from the maceration of 
ginger root, enhanced with 
vanilla and spices.

750ml 648325

GIFFARD 
TRIPLE SEC
BACKBAR PROJECT

A distillation of the finest blend of 
sweet and bitter oranges from the 
island of Curaçao.

750ml 658326 

GIFFARD MUROISE 
DU VAL DE LOIRE 
BACKBAR PROJECT

Made by slowly macerating Muroise 
berries, a uniquely 
flavored hybrid of blackberries and 
raspberries, from the Verger du 
Cleray in the Loire Valley.

750ml 648323

GIFFARD MENTHE 
PASTILLE
BACKBAR PROJECT

Menthe Pastille is a pure, clear, and 
refined white mint liqueur created 
from Mitcham peppermint. It was 
developed by Emile Giffard, then a 
pharmacist, in 1885.

1 Liter 648310

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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GIFFARD CREME 
DE VIOLETTE
BACKBAR PROJECT

To capture the violet’s light, floral 
bouquet, we create this brilliantly 
-hued liqueur using an infusion of 
violet petals and the steam 
distillation of violet leaves.

750ml 648521

GIFFARD 
CREME DE MURE
BACKBAR PROJECT

The countryside in Angers in the 
Loire Valley is lush with wild 
blackberries. We macerate the fresh 
berries to create this natural liqueur, 
rich in flavor and color.

750ml 648522

BIGALLET 
CHINA - CHINA
BACKBAR PROJECT

Amer with a blend of distillate of 
bitter orange peel, anise, gentian, 
cinchona, and clove.

750ml 648620

NARDINI 
AMARO
WINEBOW

Digestive after-dinner liqueur with 
a pleasant and distinctive liquorice 
finish. Grain alcohol, bitter orange 
aroma, peppermint and gentian.

1 Liter 3618 

NARDINI 
ACQUA DI CEDRO
WINEBOW

Acqua di Cedro is sweet 
grappa-based liqueur made with 
Cedro lemons. Uses cedro rather 
than normal lemons to create a
tart taste.

1 Liter 3616

BALCONES 
RUMBLE
BALCONES

Yard-aged, hand selected barrels with 
light char casks. light fruit cocktail, 
subtle leather spice, dried fig, honey, 
rosemary, sweet tea, oak, citrus.

750ml 513021

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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BRECKENRIDGE 
BITTERS
BRECKENRIDGE

It is a liqueur infused with hand 
harvested alpine herbs with other 
roots and spices. They regard it 
as something for the “adventurous 
imbiber” and highly aromatic, 
recommended as an aperitif.

750ml 87725

CRÈME 
YVETTE
COOPER SPIRITS

Crème Yvette is incredibly well 
crafted, near Bordeaux, France.  The 
primary tasting notes are intense, 
rich berry fruits, matched with the 
depth and sophistication of a subtle 
botanical overtone.

750ml 78425

SOLERNO BLOOD 
ORANGE LIQUEUR
WILLIAM GRANT

Solerno is indeed just a spin on a 
triple sec, made in Italy from sweet 
blood oranges instead of the usual 
Valencias. 80 proof.

750ml 689020

PEYCHAUD’S 
BITTERS
SAZERAC

Comparable to Angostura bitters, but 
with a lighter body, sweeter taste and 
more floral aroma of honeysuckle. 
Official cocktail of New Orleans.

10 oz. 305117

REGAN’S 
BITTERS
SAZERAC

This bitter is relatively newcomer and 
was created in the early 1990s by 
Gary and Mardee Regan.  It is clear in 
color with a strong orange scent.  The 
flavor is predominantly of orange peel, 
but is accompanied by white pepper 
and hints of cardamom.

5 oz. 3508 / 10 oz. 3507

ANGOSTURA 
BITTERS
ANGOSTURA

Made with the same secret recipe 
since 1824, the world famous 
Angostura aromatic bitters remains 
the quintessential ingredient for 
classic and contemporary cocktails. 
Works by enhancing the flavor of 
ingredients in food and drink.

10 oz. 749 /16 oz. 549

CRAFT LIQUEUR
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COCKTAIL KINGDOM 
WORMWOOD BITTERS
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN

Inspired by a historical bitters style 
that appeared after the outlawing of 
absinthe. Hand-crafted and bottled by 
Berkshire Mountain Distillers. 39.6% 
alcohol by volume.

200ml 7353

COCKTAIL KINGDOM
FALERNUM BITTERS
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN

Made with aged rum and Tiki based 
botanicals . Wonderful for whiskey 
and rum based drinks.

200ml 7351

COCKTAIL KINGDOM 
COFFEE BITTERS
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN

Cocktail Kingdom Bitters by Berkshire 
Mountain Distillers Coffee bitters are 
made with our vodka and a locally 
roasted Sumatran coffee.

200ml 7352

ST. GERMAIN 
ELDERFLOWER 
BACARDí

St. Germain is an all-natural 
elderflower liqueur produced
in France. 

750ml 72121

VENTURA 
LIMONCELLO
VENTURA

All-natural Limoncello infusions 
bring together our generation -honed 
recipe with locally grown fruit. Ventura 
Limoncello celebrates the rich 
tradition of Italy while embracing the 
adventurous style of California.

750ml 73722 750ml 73822

CRAFT LIQUEUR

VENTURA ORANGECELLO 
BLOOD ORANGE
VENTURA

With Lemon and Orange flavors, 
Orangecello Blood Orange is top in 
its class. 
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LINIE 
AQUAVIT
KOBRAND

Distilled from potatoes and flavored 
with caraway, aniseed and other herbs.  
Its rich golden color and notes of 
sherry and vanilla combine to create 
a smooth herbal flavor. Aged in sherry 
oak casks to produce a rich, round 
flavor with layers of complexity.

CRAFT LIQUEUR

MARTINI RISERVA 
SPECIALE AMBRATO
BACARDí

Parcels of Moscato d’Asti DOCG from 
the Piedmonte region. Using 3 types 
of Artemisia herbs for complexity, 
and Roman Chamomile for Ambrato, 
sourced from Pancalieri in Piemonte, 
Italy. Rhubarb for Ambrato. Botanical 
extracts rested in oak. 

MARTINI RISERVA 
SPECIALE RUBINO
BACARDí

Parcels of Langhe DOC, Nebbiolo 
from the Piemonte region. Specific 
selections of original ‘bitters’ and 
many more exotic botanicals, 
including: Red Sandalwood from 
Central America in Rubino; Botanical 
extracts rested in traditional oak.

750ml 890920 750ml 890920

750ml 71821






